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Letters should be sent with the writer’s name,
address and daytime phone number via email to

letters@alibi.com. They can also be faxed to (505)
256-9651. Letters may be edited for length and
clarity, and may be published in any medium; we

regret that owing to the volume of
correspondence we cannot reply to every letter.

Word count limit for letters is 300 words.
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that idea was a European one, immigrating in
the minds of Euroamericans.

Strychnine and bounties were
Europroducts, and that and other poisons were
so laced across the West that hundreds of
thousands of predators and mesopredators, and
millions of pure scavengers, the cleaners of the
Earth (predators like wolves have been shown
to sometimes get up to 85% of their diets from
carrion rather than direct killing in nature!),
were incidentally killed. Birds of most types,
from tiny songbirds seeking some fats, etc, died
from wolfers, across the last 70 years of the
1800s. These were subsidized by local, county,
private, state, governments.

Since I was raised early on with a man born
in 1850 or ‘51, I do not regard the present
ranching situation and cultural attitudes as
anything but a fraudulent takeover and
unethical excrescence dating only two
lifetimes in length—not a tradition, but an
unlawful result of the emergent railroad
technology (with refrigerated icebox cars) that
allowed that urban-dependent industry to
destroy the American West. 

The history of Euroamerican persecution of
this keystone North American species is long,
involved, and so intertwined with near-
constant violation of treaties and the
establishment of statutes and bounties, that
one has to explore the immigration and 19th
century market hunting and fur trade economy
to get a handle on the destruction and present
cultural aberration that the European
immigrant culture wrought. The technology
leading to ranching economy is really a sine
qua non, for instance. From an ecological
viewpoint, “progress” is merely a human
asteroid striking the continent, causing vast
extinction.

The jobs of wildlife conservation agencies
are far too politically infested. The clear
history is available. One just has to dig a little
to find the identity of the cattle barons.

-Michael M.

Compliments to Maggie
Grimason

Dear Alibi,

I should say that I saved an article that you
wrote about Public Education in the No Child
Left Behind Era. For me, it’s a reminder that I
left teaching with my integrity intact, and one
that I look toward when feeling any doubts
about why I left or what I was there to do.
Your poignant writing fortified everything I
felt and saw while in the profession. Your
recent piece on the Gila River is equally
remarkable. Edward Abbey would have been
proud. Thank you for doing what you do and
taking your craft seriously.

-AJ Woods a

On “Species Wars”�
Dear Alibi,

Renee’s irony is so strong in her “Species
Wars” article that it may be taken for her
opinion. 

The true and probable poaching statistics
that have held the Mexican wolf population
down in spite of USFWS recovery efforts
would have been a nice addition to the article.
Thanks for the article, but the irony needs to
be more clearly set off from the science and
facts of wolf predation, sociality and their
necessity in intact ecosystems.

Continuing:
Classical liberalism is the social theory of

John Locke and others who prized the idea of
real estate as personal property. Both modern
terms, “liberal” and “conservative” have
changed in colloquial meaning. Whereas once
conservative meant monarchic, property
belonging to kings, regents or feudal lords,
now it means unbridled liberal ideals of near-
government-absent private property.

Therein lies the root of the utilitarian
beliefs of present ranchers and hunters who
wish the states to manage wild ungulates solely
for human hunting/consumption (not at all
conservative that, eh?).

Historically following the intentional and
unregulated killing of the 60 million bison, the
millions of elk and pronghorn of the Missouri
valley, we find that British and other
speculators saw the massive empty plains left
behind. Since they were not US
citizens/subjects, they created and hugely
profited from their invented cattle industry (in
the process turning Britain into the beefeaters
they became, but delve into the history for
this), hiring “cowboys” as near-slave labor.
They wanted no federal interference. The
Western states and counties where cattle are
raised are the direct heritors of this cultural
belief. 

Wolves were targeted since Lewis and
Clarke’s expedition irritatedly shot them for
the crime of chewing on the horse tack.
“Wolfers” poisoned wolves since the settlers
arrived at least by the 1830s, if not before. The
bounties had begun by 1630 in Massachusetts;

Feeling gabby? Submit your letters to 

letters@alibi.com

CSLPlasma.com

*Applicable for eligible, quali�ed new donors. Fees vary by weight and location. 
New donors must bring photo ID, proof of address and Social Security number.

New Donors:
Donate plasma today 
and earn up to $400 
this month!*

Who knew I could earn money and save lives.

211 4TH ST. NW, SUITE 15 • ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87107 • 505-359-2262
204 SAN MATEO BLVD. SE • ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108 • 505-243-4449

Redeem at your nearest donation center for details.

Center staff scan to enter payment comment.
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Dateline: England
Despite the fact that the name garnered an
overwhelming number of votes in an online
poll, Britain’s science minister says it is
unlikely his country’s newest polar research
vessel will be christened “Boaty McBoatface.”
The Natural Environment Research Council
said it was looking for a name that would
reflect on the 200 million-pound ($284
million) ship’s mission and celebrate British
naval history when it asked for the public’s
input. Surprising no one who actually uses the
internet, the write-in name “Boaty
McBoatface” quickly rose to the top of the
online poll, garnering 124,109 votes. That’s
three times more than its closest competitor.
Earlier this month, however, Science Minister
Jo Johnson said “imaginative” suggestions
would be reviewed, but insisted the vessel’s
ultimate name should capture “the spirit of
scientific endeavor.” 

Dateline: New Zealand
A small town police station is reviewing
procedures after an attempt to destroy some
seized marijuana left customers at a nearby
store feeling groovy. Radio host Adam Green
of New Plymouth-based Radio Taranaki posted
a video to Instagram and Facebook, showing a
plume of smoke drifting from the Turangi
Police Station to the parking lot of a
supermarket across the street. “That smoke
coming out of the chimney is wafting over,
straight into the New World carpark and man
does it smell like the old ganja over there,”
Green can be heard saying in the video, which
was posted on April 14. The local police have
apologized for the early 4/20 present to local
residents, which came from a recently acquired
hoard of illegal marijuana plants being
disposed of in the building’s incinerator.
“Unfortunately ... given the conditions [and]
the wind, I understand the smoke did drift
further than anticipated,” Taupo Area
Commander Warwick Morehu told stuff.co.nz.
“I apologize on my staff’s behalf to the
community and we have already taken
measures to change our practices and
procedures going forward into the future. It is
certainly not our intention to cause harm or
alarm to our people in Turangi.”

Dateline: France
A naked statue of classical Greek demigod
Hercules has now been fitted with a special

ODDS
ENDS
WEIRD NEWS

detachable penis after the famous member
went missing one too many times for local
officials. The three-meter statue, located in
the Parc Mauresque in Arcachon in
southwestern France, was erected in 1948.
Sculptor Claude Bouscau was forced to shorten
Hercules’ unclothed club twice after residents
in the town called it “shockingly big.” The
statue has gained even more notoriety in
recent years with tourists sharing selfies of it
on social media. To make matters worse some
pranksters have taken to stealing the statue’s
stone phallus. “I wouldn’t wish anyone—not
even my worst enemies—to go through what
has been inflicted on this statue,” town Mayor
Yves Foulon told the Sud-Ouest newspaper.
Hercules’ new removable member will only be
attached during special ceremonies and public
events. “Considering Hercules’ fragile
manhood, we’ve chosen to give him a
removable prosthetic that we can add to the
statue before each ceremony,” explained
Deputy Mayor Martine Phelippot.

Dateline: Oklahoma
Police in Oklahoma City caught a time-
traveling bacon thief after responding to a
complaint of robbery by force or fear at a fast
food restaurant on April 15. At approximately
10:45am, officers spoke with employees at a
Carl’s Jr. who said a man had walked into the
establishment and began screaming and
demanding food. Employees eventually
convinced the man to leave, at which point he
walked across the street to Arby’s. The Arby’s
manager told police the man leaped up on the
counter and demanded food. He then jumped
behind the counter and allegedly grabbed the
manager. The manager told police the man
snatched up a handful of bacon and chicken
and walked out of the business. The alleged
perpetrator, later identified as 36-year old
Dante Rashad Anderson, was spotted by
witnesses crossing the street and “eating
bacon.” He allegedly kicked and damaged
several cars before being found lying on the
ground outside a Taco Mayo restaurant by
police. “He jumped up like he was Chuck
Norris and just kicked the crap out of my car,”
businesswoman Patricia Beedle told KOKH.
Oklahoma City Police Master Sgt. Gary
Knight told the station the suspect, “was
possibly under the influence of some sort of
narcotic or intoxicant, or suffering from some
type of break with reality. He did mention that
he is from four years in the future and that is
how people get food during that period of
time.” Anderson was taken to the Oklahoma
County Jail where he faced complaints
including robbery by force or fear, assault and
battery, and destruction of property. a

Compiled by Devin D. O’Leary. Email your weird
news to devin@alibi.com.
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discrimination under the terms of the law. 
But opponents of HB2 won the final

victory when a panel of the 4th US Circuit
Court of Appeals recently overturned a
Gloucester County School Board policy that
barred students from entering restrooms that
didn’t match the gender on their birth

certificate,
making HB2
invalid.

That’s
right. The
government

has once again poked its finger into the
eye of common decency, trying its

damnedest to push this country toward some
kind of Sodom-and-Gomorrah-type situation.
All the discussion about “rights” and
“discrimination” is just diversionary tactics.
The real issue is the fear that people have of
their children being molested by members of
the trans community while trying to relax on
the toilet.

Unfortunately, a cursory search reveals
sexual assaults committed by transgender
people are hard to find, though. In fact,
according to the Office for Victims of Crime,
half of all transgender people have
experienced sexual assault or abuse in their
lives—

Whoa. Did you see how they almost tripped
us up there? Luckily, we know that facts aren’t
always “truth.” Sometimes, you just have to
accept well-documented, vague anecdotes of
folks like Peggy Muller-Aragón, a board
member of the Albuquerque School District,
who shared this highly publicized story at a
meeting held last month concerning the APS
policy change to allow students to use
whichever bathroom they choose: “I went into
a restroom and there was a transgender person
in there. I was in there alone, and they didn’t
let me come out.” The incident was surely
unnerving for all parties involved.

But there is a glaring hole in the arguments
of Muller-Aragón and her ilk. The idea that a
simple sign will stop someone from entering
the wrong restroom and exposing themselves
to children is just crazy. The only way to
ensure that our children are never exposed to
the naughty bits of the world is mandatory
genitalia removal. Hashtags like
#WeJustNeedToPee will disappear when there
aren’t any more urethras. Let’s just get rid of
these disgusting things once and for all. Nice
and smooth. Like Barbie dolls. a
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Council Chooses Watchdog,
Allows Pets on Bus
Brief meeting is productive

Albuquerque City Councilors didn’t waste any
time dealing with the April 18 regular meeting
agenda. After deferrals and postponements,
Councilors got their job done in under three hours,
even with Councilor Brad Winter absent.

Future Votes
The Council postponed putting four proposed
questions on the November ballot. In general, the
ballot questions address fair and ethical campaigns
including one to increase the amount of public
financing from about $1 per vote to about $2 a
vote. Candidates can choose the capped public
campaign money or choose to raise their own
campaign funds. Councilor Don Harris sponsored
that bill, saying whether a candidate chooses to
raise his own money or take the public money, the
amounts spent should be roughly the same. 

New Top Watchdog
David T. Harper was chosen to be the new
Inspector General by the Council to take on the
tough job of sniffing out fraud, waste and other
bad behaviors at City Hall. Harper beat out two
other applicants—retired Air Force Col. Joseph
Grasso and former prosecutor Robin Hammer.
Harper is not new to the job of being a government
watchdog. He retired from the Air Force where he
investigated fraud and other money funny
business. “My passion has been protecting the
public trust,” Harper said. He said he conducted a
major fraud investigation at Kirtland Air Force base
about 15 years ago. The Inspector General does
not report to the mayor or the Council but reports
directly to a five-member Accountability in
Government Oversight Committee. Albuquerque
has not had a permanent IG for several years since
the last one, Neftali Carrasquillo, resigned, claiming
he was not being allowed to do his job. 

Bus Riding Buddies
Companion animals are now allowed to ride the
city buses, at no additional charge. This allows car-
less folks with pets to be able to get to and from
veterinary appointments. The six-month pilot
project requires cat and dog handlers to have
control of the animal at all times. The critters are
not allowed to sit in a seat. Cats must be in a crate,
dogs can ride the bus in a crate or with a leash and
muzzle. And it kind of goes without saying that any
messes must be cleaned up immediately. Our furry
friends can ride any time during the weekends but
only between 9am and 4pm and after 6:30pm on
weekdays. “This is a good try at something useful,”
Councilor Trudy Jones said. 

Other Action
Councilors doubled the amount of a contract with
the law firm that advises the Police Oversight
Board. Mayor Richard Berry asked for the increase
because the high number of pending cases against
the police department requires more work. Peifer,
Hanson and Mullins, P.A., will get a bump from
$75,000 to $150,000.

Next Time
Councilors postponed amending Angel’s Law, the
city’s dangerous dog ordinance which would allow
for the immediate seizure by the City of dogs that
attack and kill without provocation.

It is budget time at City Hall. Mayor Berry has
proposed a $524 million fiscal year 2016-2017
budget. This is up more than $14 million from last
year. Expect to hear lots of public comment,
Council discussion and other chitchat over how to
tax and spend city money. a
Send your comments about the City Council to

carolyn@alibi.com.

The next meeting:
Monday, May 2, 5pm

Council Chambers in the basement of City Hall
View it on GOV TV 16 or at cabq.gov/govtv

COUNCIL RUNDOWN
BY CAROLYN CARLSON

BY JOSHUA LEE

I
n 1946, the one thing that was bound to
destroy the moral fabric and good taste of
this country was the bikini. Louis Reard, a

French automotive and mechanical engineer,
designed the
world’s first
string bikini
after
noticing the
women on a
nearby beach rolling up their bathing
suits to get a better tan. The new
swimwear was considered so scandalous that
the only woman he could find willing to
model the thing for him was a local stripper. It
wasn’t bare legs or shoulders or exposed
midriffs that made everyone feel so
threatened—swimsuits had been showing
those off for years.

Nope. It was the navel. That lint-filled
flesh bowl in the middle of your tummy. 

In 1957, almost a decade later, the bikini
was still frowned upon in America. The
magazine Modern Girl famously printed, “It is
hardly necessary to waste words over the so-
called bikini since it is inconceivable that any
girl with tact and decency would ever wear
such a thing.” Hilarious.

With time, of course, the belly button’s
lusty appeal faded. See, unlike those silly pre-
internet apes in the ‘40s, we know how
ridiculous it is to think that someone can be
scarred by seeing a navel. Thanks to modern
science and good taste, we’ve managed to get
over all this goofiness and nail down the really
disturbing parts of the human body: nipples,
buttholes, body hair and ding dongs. (Watch
out, vajayjays. We’ve got our eye on you, too.)

As proof of our discerning nature, I would
like to direct the reader’s attention to recent
heated debates—locally and nationally—over
the use of restrooms by transgender people. It’s
been a tense month since North Carolina
passed House Bill 2 (HB2), a law that specified
the classes of people who are protected by
anti-discrimination laws. Sexual orientation
and gender identity were noticeably missing
from the list, effectively giving businesses the
okay to discriminate against the LGBTQ
community.

N.C. Governor Pat McCrory claims that
the bill is in no way related to “religious
freedom” legislation passed in Mississippi to

protect business-owners who refuse service to
someone on the grounds of a “sincerely held
religious belief.” Relation notwithstanding

NEWS | THIS JUST IN!

If Thine Eye Offend
Thee...

Potty politics

the difference wouldn’t mean much to those in
the LGBTQ community who would be
powerless to defend themselves against

ILLO BY ROB M
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a cactus on his forehead,” which is used to
mock people who say they’re not Mexican but
totally are. That’s how a lot of Mexicans are

when it comes to certain parts of their
ancestors—we practice the opposite of the

Cherokee princess blood myth claimed by so
many gabachos. You have prietos who can’t

grow facial hair insist they’re pure Castilian,
grandmothers with kinky
hair and broad noses who

won’t entertain the
thought that the familia

tree has negrito roots,
mothers who light

candles every Friday
night because that’s

how their great-
grandmother taught
them and no way on
Earth does that mean
that her Mama Pacha
was carrying on the

traditions of Sephardic
ancestors. Best of all are the
armchair Aztecs who decry

everything European yet can sprout a
beard as epic as that of that loco redhead

Tormund Giantsbane on “Game of Thrones.” 
In your family’s case, they seem to fall in

the first example—denial of indio roots. I’d
remind them being Mexican is more of a state
of mind than it is a race (that’s why people like
awesome actress Lupita N’yongo and
comedian Louis C.K. can claim they’re
Mexican but don’t, while a gabacho like Rick
Bayless can pass himself off as the greatest
cook of Mexican food on the planet) yet it’s
fully anchored in the realities of pozole— that
is, Mexico is its own spicy melting pot, with
the Indigenous part being the caldo of it all
and not some stray strand of repollo. But let
your family try to run away from their Native
American blood all they want; the
physiological Cortés called diabetes will catch
up with them in the end. a

Ask the Mexican at themexican@askamexican.net.
Be his fan on Facebook. Follow him on Twitter
@gustavoarellano or follow him on Instagram

@gustavo_arellano!

BY GUSTAVO ARELLANO

D
ear Mexican: Recently, I took a DNA
test to find out about my genetic
heritage. It turns out that my “Mexican”

side (maternal side) may not really be
Mexican at all. The DNA test has 100%
matched me to that of
Native Americans in what
now straddles the US
Southwest and Northern
Mexico, with no traces of
European ancestry. My
mother’s ancestry
clearly traces back
further than the
political existence of
both the US and
Mexico.

The same test on
my mother and her
close relatives would
reveal the same results,
but everyone on that side of
the family insists that they are
Mexican (in fact some of that familia
would vehemently deny any Indigenous
ancestry, despite irrefutable scientific
evidence. Like a weird Mexican DNA
version of the OJ trial.). But what is the
“Mexican race” if there is such a thing? I
understand Mexican history was at times
bloody and oppressive, which is why any
connection to an Indigenous past was
probably whitewashed away by my ancestors
or someone else. At this point, there’s no
way of finding out any specific details of an
Indigenous ancestry, so I’m just left with my
family’s DNA.

So what’s a confused Mexican ...
Chicano ... Hispanic ... Latino to do?
Technology has opened my eyes to a part of
my heritage that I don’t really know how to
process. Am I still Mexican? Am I Native
American? What’s going on here?

—Damn Nerd Assholes

Dear DNA: We have a saying in Mexican
Spanish: “Tiene un nopal en la frente”—“He has

OPINION | ¡ASK A MEXICAN!
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EVENT |PREVIEWS

THURSDAY APRIL 28

IMAGE COURTESY ASSISTANCEDOGSOGTHEWEST.ORG

Pow WOW!
Wise Pies Arena aka The Pit

1414 Avenida Cesar Chavez SE
alibi.com/e/186693

The world's largest powwow, Gathering of Nations 2016, kicks off on
Thursday, April 28, at the Wise Pies Arena. This three day affair will host
thousands of people and more than 700 tribes from across the United
States, Canada and the globe. Visitors can expect to see dancers and
singers competing, a host of artisans displaying their work, and a new
Miss Indian World crowned. Tickets start at $18 for general admission.
(Maggie Grimason) a

FRIDAY APRIL 29

Who Needs Picasso?
University of New Mexico

1 University NE
alibi.com/e/186555

Okay, maybe Picasso was great. Phenomenal, even. A talented artist who left behind a legacy of
wisdom and quirky creative freedom, not to mention funkified paintings that actually look more like
optical illusions than objects. But in case you've grown weary of the artistically established geniuses of
the past, look to the blossoming young artists of the future. UNM's very own College of Fine Arts is
hosting its 4th annual ArtsUnexpected event all day on Friday, April 29, on campus and throughout the
Downtown area. Swing by and marvel at the work of student filmmakers, visual artists and musicians
who have honed their crafts and are excited to share. In the words of the famous Pablo, “Every child is
an artist. The problem is how to remain an artist once he grows up.” Looks like these students had no
problem doing just that. (Monica Schmitt) a

SATURDAY APRIL 30

Get With the Times
Anderson-Abruzzo Balloon Museum

9201 Balloon Museum NE
alibi.com/e/177338

Come experience the magic of ye olde Renaissance Faire. Transport yourself to a time when ale was
sold at vendor tents and hooking up with sweaty people in period-appropriate attire in your dad's
pickup truck while eating a turkey leg was acceptable social behavior. Food, shopping and family fun
await those who are willing to forget that the world was awful before YouTube. Tickets prices do
not reflect inflation rates since the olden days, but at $10 per adult and $5 for kids, the difference is
negligible. New this year: authentic Middle Ages Faire-Wear Pet Fashion Contest.   (Joshua Lee) a

Rise and Rezonate
National Hispanic Cultural Center

1701 Fourth Street SW
alibi.com/e/186582

9am to 7pm

April 30 sees the inauguration of a landmark new event, Rezilience Indigenous Arts Experience.
More than 60 Indigenous artists will gather at the National Hispanic Cultural Center from 7am-
12am on Saturday to share their art—whether it's painting, design, dance, poetry or anything else
you might imagine. The diverse crew of local and national talent will emphasize exploring
contemporary Indigenous art processes and community building during the day-long event.
Entrance to the event runs from $5-40.   (Maggie Grimason) a

TUESDAY MAY 3

The Kind of
Hero We Need
Armory for the Arts Theater

1050 Old Pecos Trail
alibi.com/e/185430

6pm

Excuse me while I wipe the (happy)
tears and snot from my face after
just imagining a puppy pileup. This
will soon be a reality at Armory for
the Arts Theater on Tuesday at
6pm. Assistance Dogs of the West
is showcasing their newest
graduating class with the help of
actor, author and animal rights
activist, Ali MacGraw. These
precious pups will grow up to help
police, drug treatment centers,
psychologists, the FBI, people with
disabilities and more. Tickets are
$10. Now let’s celebrate these
angels for all they do and all they
will do. (Megan Reneau) a
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THURSDAY APRIL 28
37TH ANNUAL AMERICAN INDIAN WEEK Dances, artist

demonstrations and hands-on activities to celebrate
Pueblo culture. Indian Pueblo Cultural Center (2401 12th
Street NW). FREE with regular admission. 10am-3pm.
843-7270. alibi.com/e/178933.

GATHERING OF NATIONS Competitive performances, food,
music and art at the largest pow-wow in North America.
Wise Pies Arena aka The Pit (1414 Avenida Cesar
Chavez SE). $18-$100. alibi.com/e/186693. See Event
Horizon. 

LEARN
JOURNEY TO ETHICAL NON-MONOGAMY Eri Kardos talks

about practicing non-monogamy in a beneficial, healthy
way. Self Serve (3904 Central SE). $20. 7:30-9pm.
265-5815. alibi.com/e/182906.

FRIDAY APRIL 29
37TH ANNUAL AMERICAN INDIAN WEEK FREE with regular

admission. 10am-3pm. See 4/28 listing.
GATHERING OF NATIONS $18-$100. See 4/28 listing.
INDIGENOUS CULTURES NIGHT OUT A new monthly celebra-

tion featuring dancers and Miss Indian Teen II. Try screen
printing, bring your own shirt. Indian Pueblo Cultural
Center (2401 12th Street NW). $0-$5. 5:30-8pm.
843-7270. alibi.com/e/184119.

KIDS
EXPLORA PRESENTS: TEEN SCIENCE CAFE A radioactive

themed scavanger hunt and a social evening of “Radiation
Creation” with Carl Willis. Explora! (1701 Mountain NW).
5-7pm. 224-8300. alibi.com/e/185841.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
GARDEN FAIR AND PLANT SALE The Council of Albuquerque

Garden Club present their locally grown bedding plants,
roses, annuals, herbs, perennials, xeric plants and more.
Albuquerque Garden Center (10120 Lomas). 1-6pm.
alibi.com/e/182808.

SATURDAY APRIL 30
37TH ANNUAL AMERICAN INDIAN WEEK FREE with regular

admission. 10am-3pm. See 4/28 listing.
ALBUQUERQUE RENAISSANCE FAIRE Food, music, demon-
strations, arts and activities all recreated from the
Middle Ages. Anderson-Abruzzo Balloon Museum
(9201 Balloon Museum NE). $5-$10. 10am-6pm.
alibi.com/e/177338. See Event Horizon. 

DWI AWARENESS DAY Interactive presentations and speakers
from MADD, Above the Influence and the DWI Task Force.
Sandia Prep School Theater (532 Osuna NE).
11:30am-1:30pm. 344-1671. alibi.com/e/186386.

GATHERING OF NATIONS $18-$100. See 4/28 listing.
NOB HILL PET PARADE, FAIR AND ADOPTION EVENT Pet-friendly

vendors, pet adoptions, foodtrucks and music. Parade partici-
pants can enter contests like Best Pet Costume, Best
Pet/Owner Look-A-Like, Most Unique Pet and Best Trick to win
cash. Nob Hill Bar & Grill (3128 Central SE). 9am-2pm.
923-0759. alibi.com/e/186405.

POP-UP THRIFT SHOP All proceeds benefit the mission of the
Junior League to promote voluntarism and develop the
potential of women. Adelante Development Center
(3900 Osuna NE). 7am-2pm. alibi.com/e/185857.

RAISING THE ROOF ANNUAL BREAKFAST 2016 Fundraiser
for Greater Albuquerque Habitat for Humanity. Assorted
breakfast selections and mimosas, music by Sid Fendley
Duo, silent auction, door prizes and more. Crowne Plaza
Albuquerque (1901 University NE). $23. 8:30-10:30am.
259-2423. alibi.com/e/181934.

LEARN
NEW MEXICO: THE CIVIL WAR Re-enactments of Civil War battles,

Union and Confederate camps, civilian life and more. El
Rancho de las Golondrinas (334 Los Pinos, Santa Fe). $6-$8.
10am-4pm. (505) 471-2261. alibi.com/e/175766.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
GARDEN FAIR AND PLANT SALE 8am-noon. See 4/29 listing.
TRUCK DRIVING CHAMPIONSHIPS AND SUPERTECH
COMPETITION The state’s best truck drivers and vehicle
technicians compete to go to the national championship.
Isleta Resort & Casino (11000 Broadway SE). 8am-2pm.
884-5575. alibi.com/e/186404.

SUNDAY MAY 1
2016 FESTIVAL OF ASIAN CULTURES 17th annual presenta-

tion of international food and exhibits in Albuquerque.
New Mexico Veterans Memorial (1100 Louisiana SE).
11am-4pm. 293-2322. alibi.com/e/184226.

Community
Calendar

37TH ANNUAL AMERICAN INDIAN WEEK FREE with regular
admission. 10am-3pm. See 4/28 listing.

61ST ANNUAL NIZHONI DAYS POW-WOW Celebrating the
legacy of the club that has created a positive environment
for cultural awareness. An inclusive event featuring a
powwow and a community dinner that is offered to all visi-
tors and participants. Johnson Field, University of New
Mexico (Redondo Dr NE). 10am-7pm. 702-1410.
alibi.com/e/184453.

GATHERING OF NATIONS $18-$100. See 4/28 listing.
LEARN
NEW MEXICO: THE CIVIL WAR $6-$8. 10am-4pm. See 4/30

listing.
UNDERSTANDING THE SYRIAN TRAGEDY: CAUSES AND
DYNAMICS OF THE UPRISING Dr. Bassam Haddad
discusses the background and dynamics of the Syrian
uprising, the Russian intervention and the efforts at estab-
lishing a cease-fire. UNM Continuing Education
(1634 University Boulevard Northeast.). $15-$20. 3-5pm.
856-7277. alibi.com/e/186215.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
RUN FOR THE ZOO Run, walk or stroll in the 31st Annual

run. A day of fun and fitness and the largest running
event in the state of New Mexico. ABQ BioPark Zoo
(903 10th Street SW). 7-10am. 764-6214.
alibi.com/e/179591.

MONDAY MAY 2
SPORTS/OUTDOOR
LEARN HOW TO PLAY ROLLER DERBY Bring your own gear or

show up early to borrow some. All skill levels are welcome,
people are on hand to teach you how to skate. Heights
Community Center (823 Buena Vista SE). 7-9pm.
alibi.com/e/180386.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
METAL YOGA MONDAYS The intention of this practice is to

uplift your mind and body, while having fun and listening
to a metal soundtrack. The Remedy Day Spa
(113 Vassar SE). $5-$12. 8-9pm. 265-9219.
alibi.com/e/180440.

TUESDAY MAY 3
LEARN
ASSISTANCE DOGS OF THE WEST’S 21ST ANNUAL
GRADUATION CEREMONY Dogs graduate to take on
new roles within the judicial system, veterans’ groups,
the FBI, and help individuals with disabilities. Hosted
by Ali McGraw. Armory for the Arts Theater (1050 Old
Pecos Trail, Santa Fe). $10. 6pm. 986-9748.
alibi.com/e/185430. See Event Horizon. 

Food
Calendar

FRIDAY APRIL 29
FREE COFFEE TASTING Free coffee tasting every Friday night.

Try a variety of blends, single origins and even espresso.
Prosum Roasters (3228 Los Arboles NE). FREE.
6:30-8pm. 379-5136. alibi.com/e/172909.

LONG TABLE DINING SERIES: CHEF’S CELEBRATION
Executive Chef Jonathan Perno pays tribute to the chefs
that have trained and inspired him throughout his thirty-
year career with a six-course meal. Add dietary restrictions
to the reservation. Los Poblanos Historic Inn & Organic
Farm (4803 Rio Grande NW). $100. 6-9pm. 344-9297.
alibi.com/e/185170.

SATURDAY APRIL 30
20TH ANNUAL DOWNTOWN GROWERS’ MARKET Local

produce, live music, unique artisan creations, community
educators and delicious food join together to form a
vibrant gathering in the heart of downtown. Robinson Park
(Eighth Street & Central). FREE. 8am-noon. 252-2959.
alibi.com/e/186135.

SUNDAY MAY 1
CORRALES GROWERS’ MARKET OPENING Fresh, local food

and goods sold. Live music from Kristina Jacobsen.
Corrales Growers’ Market (500 Jones, Corrales). FREE.
9am-noon. alibi.com/e/185765.

RAIL YARDS MARKET OPENING DAY CELEBRATION Over 100
food, farm and artisan vendors, plus food trucks, yoga and
kid’s activities. Albuquerque Rail Yards (777 First
Street SW). FREE. 10am-2pm. alibi.com/e/187010.
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* GET YOUR DREAM SYSTEM TODAY! * Proof of qualifying employment and local banking history required.  Trans-
action amount limited. Other conditions and restrictions apply. Details at store.

AUDIO EXPRESS! Lowest Installed Price In Town! Every Time! Fully installed new product
from a local authorized dealer

Unless otherwise limited, prices are good through Tuesday following publication date. Installed price
offers are for product purchased from Audio Express installed in factory-ready locations. Custom work
at added cost. Kits, antennas and cables additional. Added charges for shop supplies and environmen-
tal disposal where mandated. Illustrations similar. Video pictures may be simulated. Not responsible for
typographic errors. Savings off MSRP or our original sales price, may include install savings.
Intermediate markdowns may have been taken. Details, conditions and restrictions of manufacturer pro-
motional offers at respective websites. Price match applies to new, non-promotional items from autho-
rized sellers; excludes “shopping cart” or other hidden specials. © 2016, Audio Express.

Se habla
Espanol!

FREE LAYAWAY

PPP Means 50% Off Installation!

Mid-Town
1105 San Mateo NE

265-8133 Lomas

S
an

 M
at

eo

HOURS
Mon. - Sat.

9 AM - 7 PM
Sunday

Noon - 5 PM

Northwest
9231 Coors NW

899-3584

Paseo del Norte

Coo
rs

$34999$7999

$29999$41999
$16999

$14999

$19999
$10999

$19999 $14999

$4999$22999

$19999 $14999$22999

INSTALLED PRICE!
SAVE $90

SAVE $20 SAVE $150

SAVE $130

SAVE $200 SAVE $300

BUILT IN

BUILT IN

BUILT IN
Two-Year
Warranty

Two-Year
Warranty

$1999
ADD 6.5” SPEAKERS

*

PAIR

* CSJ620
speakers with 
purchase of this deck,

Free Rear
Camera!

INCLUDES
Camera!

$26999
Navi In Mirror

With rear
camera

$22999Add Pods!

SAVE $70 SAVE $60
SAVE $20 SAVE $50

SAVE $50 SAVE $80SAVE $20 SAVE $50

Light
Kit For
Motorcycles

LED strips
& hardware

Digital Expander

AM/FM/CD, low-pass filter and rear/sub preout

Navigation On
6.2” Monitor!
A/V and rear-view camera input,

video out, three 6-volt preouts

Link 2 Phones

Control USB and Flash
drives with Drive Change.
Wireless music browsing,
Android rapid charge.

Back Safely!

Image in rear view mirror

BUILT IN

6.95” Image

DVD/CD, iDataLink
Maestro portal

Big 
10.1”
Image

Flip-down video
with built-in DVD

HDMI input for games,
FM and IR transmitters,
match popular interiors

6.5” Marine
Speakers

Built for weather

BUILT IN

Newest Model

BUILT IN

Rugged marine-grade
CD, three 4-volt preouts

Power The
Whole
Boat!

180-watt, 4-channel amp

Gauge
Style

Control

40 watts/4 channel power

BUILT IN

Powersport
Amplifier!

Bluetooth
Receiver!

Compact,
rugged 280-watt amp
with gasket-covered controls

No deck! Direct from
radio to speakers!

5.2 5”
2 - w a y
p a i r

Speakers Built
For Motorcycles Lots Of

Music
From 
Your
Handlebars

Clamp-on
3” speakers
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BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

“I
f you’re familiar with my acting work,”
Felicia Day writes in her memoir, You’re
Never Weird on the Internet (Almost),

“you know that one of my best qualities is that
I’m super-killable. No insult. I’m the Sean
Bean of sci-fi women.” Often self-deprecating,
always encouraging and usually very funny,
Day’s memoir chronicles her unusual
upbringing, her life as a gamer (and subsequent
World of Warcraft addict), and the creation of
the web series, The Guild, that brought her
fame. Since then, Day went on to star in Buffy
the Vampire Slayer, Supernatural and Eureka,
earning her the title that George R.R. Martin
so graciously bestowed: “the queen of the
geeks.” Now “before you say, ‘wow, this chick
is on a nerd plane of existence I can’t relate to
<slams her into locker>,” as Day writes in her
book, pause and consider her ability to
contextualize her experiences for insiders and
outsiders alike in the “Cthulhu-like miasma of
life” and provide a roadmap to how it led her
to where she is now—a successful writer,
producer, actor and Creative Officer of Geek
& Sundry, a company she started—and how
she did it all on her own terms. To promote
the recently released paperback edition of her
bestselling memoir, Day will visit UNM’s
Woodward Lecture Hall on Friday, April 29. 

Alibi: A lot of You’re Never Weird on the
Internet (Almost) is about your path, early
in life, moving from one obsession to the
next. Are you currently so wildly
enthusiastic about anything?
Felicia Day: I guess what I’ve trained myself

to do in the last six months is to … just enjoy
life a little bit more. Which is a very odd
feeling for someone who is such a workaholic,
to take time to go out and see friends, see
shows, adding to the fire instead of always
outputting. That’s not necessarily an
obsession. I am obsessed with redecorating my
house … I’m obsessed with podcasts … So, I
still have obsessions, but it’s a very odd thing
to be a workaholic who’s not working as much. 

How was writing your memoir different
than writing the semi-autobiographical
content of The Guild?
Writing a memoir was radically different. I

guess I could consider it a year and a half of
self therapy … Thinking of your life as a story,
objectifying it so that other people find it
useful … Putting your life into perspective
allows you to see patterns in your behavior
that you never have before, so I would
encourage at a crossroads in life … to maybe
look at your own life and the story of it. 

Do you have any advice for women who
aspire to be self-made and stay true to
themselves as you have done? Particularly in
industries that might not be easy to navigate
that way? 
I bet even Einstein had haters … Really,

ARTS | culTuRe Shock

there’s always a skill that you know that you
own and you can perfect and it’s all about
making yourself better at it. Then you own
yourself a little bit more in an industry where
frequently you’re dependent on other people’s
permission … Never place your livelihood in
other people’s hands completely … [And] we
need more women behind the camera … We
need more women behind the scenes to really
drive the kind of content that needs to be
made.

How do you stay motivated?
I sometimes think that I’m just going to

have a goat farm because life is so frustrating.
If we all followed our dreams there’d be so
much goat cheese … I would encourage people
to sign up for the daily work you want to do for
your life, whether its your career or your
hobby, you need to have something that you
can do everyday that you can control and get
meaning from. 

Do you think sexism is still prevalent in
the gaming industry?
It’s interesting how much media plays a role

in how we perceive things ... Gaming is [so]

POETRY MONTH!
BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

diverse, [it’s] not a monolith. To me gaming
has always been a wonderful place and the
place that I found myself. I was always gaming
with women and men of all ages and
backgrounds … when we have people who are
attacking other people … we just have to raise
our voices up more and represent the majority
of gamers who want to be inclusive. 

What things are you excited about lately? 
I’m working on [the reboot of] Mystery

Science Theater 3000 which is very exciting …
There’s this podcast called Hello, from the
Magic Tavern ... it’s about a guy who’s doing a
podcast from a fantasy world … his co-hosts
are a magician and a shape-shifting badger …
I’m really into Revolutions podcast as well, it’s a
history podcast about revolutions, it’s really
fascinating and I feel smarter because of it. 

I know you’re pals with George R.R.
Martin. Do you watch Game of Thrones? Do
you have any season six predictions? 
It’s probably one of my favorite TV shows

… I won’t say any spoilers, but I’m very
excited about Arya’s arc. She’s my favorite
character and this is the juicy stuff.  a

The Queen of the Geeks
Felicia Day embraces her weirdness, online and off

The Province of the Heart
Selected poems for National Poetry
Month
Esta Spalding described reading poetry as
“rid[ing] into absence, [the] province of the
heart.” Joyous or bereaved, poetry is the ink and
paper realm of emotion. April is National Poetry
Month, and as such, I asked a number of local
creatives to contribute to a suggested reading
list. Below are some of their most beloved
poems. 

“Loading a Boar” by David Lee
This is a prose poem that could, technically, be
considered a form of cowboy poetry, but it is
about art and from where we draw our
inspiration and real, real life. And it’s funny. That
always helps almost anything. It’s about literally
loading an angry boar, and it is beautiful. It does
what I think, in a way, all poetry does, it shines a
light on a way of being. Look it up now. Read it
now. 
Mike Smith of Albuquerque is a member of the
Dirt City literary collective. His work has been
featured in Tin House, Booth and New Delta
Review. He was recently nominated for a
Pushcart Prize. 

“You Can Have It” by Philip Levine
Few poets capture the toil and misery of low
wage work better, but every time I read him I’m
also struck by the underlying rage at lives and
talent wasted on an oppressive system. His
poems leave me almost physically tired and
feeling … the guilt of privilege. Opportunity, no
matter how much we want to believe it is, is not
distributed equally.
Beau Carey is an Albuquerque-based painter
whose work has been exhibited nationally. His
landscapes emphasize contemporary issues in
ecology and the historical contexts of humanity’s
relationship to wilderness. 

“Tribal Chant” by Carol Lee Sanchez
I grew up with this poem and it continues to be
an incredible exploration of identity in 1950s
New Mexico that holds true to this day. The use
of repetition reinforces the chanting aspect of
the title and the vivid imagery paints a beautiful
and delicate portrait of life and living in the
canyon country of western New Mexico.
Dr. Lee Francis IV is a poet and the National
Director of Wordcraft Circle of Native Writers
and Storytellers, a non-profit that promotes the
work of Native American writers and
storytellers. He also is the founder and CEO of
Native Realities Press. 

“Say it to me Now” by Noah Cicero
Noah uses plain, simple language to express
feelings of shame, love, regret and joy that I
immediately recognize in myself but somehow
have failed to articulate in my own writing. His
work’s simplicity, honesty and complete lack of
pretense make it feel entirely vital and life-
affirming. 
Matthew Binder is the author of the recent novel
High in the Streets, the story of a writer whose
success challenges his liberty.

As Marya Errin Jones, writer, zinester, musician
and curator of the Tannex put it: “Selecting a
favorite poem is like trying to grab water from a
wave. Soon you are inundated and soaked with
the madness of a billion droplets.” Her favorite
poet? “The poet who has cast out a life preserver
to me countless times, as I drowned under the
weight of loss, confusion or heart break is and
always will be, Rainer Maria Rilke.” a
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RENAISSANCE FAIRE
 4TH ANNUAL ALBUQUERQUE

Saturday, April 30
10 a.m. – 6 p.m. • Balloon Museum
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JANIS: 
LITTLE GIRL BLUE

Janis Joplin is one of the most revered and iconic rock & roll singers of all time, 
a tragic and misunderstood figure who thrilled millions and blazed new creative 
trails before her death at age 27. Oscar-nominated director Amy Berg presents 

an intimate and insightful portrait of a complicated and driven artist.

PREMIERES TUESDAY, MAY 3, 7PM

KNME 5.1

NewMexicoPBS.org

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

THURSDAY APRIL 28
WORDS
COLLECTED WORKS, Santa Fe Celebrate Student Writing

Award Winners. Winning, emerging writers showcase their
work. 6-8pm. (505) 428-1387.

ART
KIMO THEATRE GALLERY Discern Art Exhibition Opens. Laura

Lampela and Tom Richardson seek to explore and capture
events and spaces, real or imagined, through photography
and printmaking. 5-8pm. 768-3522.

SANTA FE COMMUNITY COLLEGE, Santa Fe Glass Club
Sale. Art students sell glass art and functional pieces
created by the Glass Sculpture Class and the Glass Club.
10am-4pm. 983-6906.

STAGE
RODEY THEATRE, Popejoy Hall The 25th Annual Putnam

County Spelling Bee. A fast-paced, funny and warm-
hearted musical that chronicles the experiences of six
adolescents as they vie for the spelling championship of a
lifetime. $12-$20. 7:30-9:30pm. 277-4332.
alibi.com/e/183220.

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Stand-up Comedy
Thursdays. David Beck and Alfonso Ochoa perform. $10.
7:30pm. 771-5680. alibi.com/e/182776.

SONG & DANCE
KIMO THEATRE Tarde de Oro. See the ever-evolving and

absolutely unique styles of Ballet en Fuego, Shelley
Morningsong and Fabian Fontenelle, Antonio Reyna and
more. 1:30-3pm. 768-3544. alibi.com/e/185574.

LEARN
UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM, Popejoy Insights: Indigenous

Tradition in Contemporary Latin American Art. Kency
Conejo speaks at the Distinguished Lecture Series on
exploring the ideas surrounding the use and re-use of
indigenous traditions in contemporary art. 5:30pm.
277-4001. alibi.com/e/185913.

FILM
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Todos Están

Muertos/They Are All Dead. Since the death of her
brother, Lupe has lived an agoraphobic life with her hostile
teenage son and her superstitious mother. 7pm.
724-4771. alibi.com/e/186581.

SIMMS CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS, Albuquerque
Academy Polyfaces: A World of Many Choices. An uplifting
documentary about inspirational farming. Refreshments
are available and registration is required. 6-8pm.
828-3207. alibi.com/e/183869.

FRIDAY APRIL 29
ART
ALLAN HOUSER ART PARK, Santa Fe Interaction in Art or the

Art of Ping Pong. Learn about current exhibition artist,
Eliza Naranjo Morse, and learn how to play ping pong from
an expert. Compete to win an original Morse piece made
for the event. 5-7pm. 428-5907. alibi.com/e/186748.

LANNAN FOUNDATION GALLERY, Santa Fe Unlucky: NM
School for the Arts Senior Visual Arts Exhibition
Reception. Featuring the stunning work of talented senior
visual artists. 5-7pm. 995-3862. alibi.com/e/183180.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO ArtsUnexpected. This student-
curated event features over 250 artists including film-
makers, dancers, thespians, visual artists and
musicians performing and showcasing their works
across campus. 277-2112. alibi.com/e/186555. See
Event Horizon.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER Dividing the Estate. Horton Foote’s

play follows the fortunes of a south Texas family which has
allowed itself to engage in magical thinking. $15-$17.
7:30pm. 898-9222. alibi.com/e/183884.

ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE The Diary of Anne Frank.
Based on the true story of a young Jewish girl who kept a
diary of her time hiding from the Nazis in the attic of her
father’s office. $12-$22. 7:30-9:30pm. 242-4750.
alibi.com/e/181162.

ALBUQUERQUE MARRIOT UPTOWN AJ Johnson and Friends.
Laugh It Up Comedy Show presented by Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, INC. $45-$55. 8pm.

AUX DOG THEATRE The Pericles Project. An adaptation of
Shakespeare’s Pericles, Prince of Tyre, performed by a
group of actors as if they are rehearsing the play.
$10-$15. 6-8pm. 254-7716. alibi.com/e/184616.

BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE The
Show. The Box brings you the funny with its hit improvisa-
tional comedy show. $10. 8-9pm. 404-1578.
alibi.com/e/176073.

FOUL PLAY CAFE, Sheraton Uptown Guns and Poses. Private
eye Stan Drake gets called to a seedy supper club in
Miami, 1956, to investigate the disappearance of one of
the partners. $50+. 7:30-10pm. 377-9593.
alibi.com/e/179238.

GREER GARSON THEATRE, Santa Fe Heathers: The Musical. A
teenage brainy misfit who hustles her way into the most
powerful and ruthless clique at Westerberg High, led by
three alpha girls all named Heather. $5-$15. 7-9pm.
988-1234. alibi.com/e/186193.

LODGE AT SANTA FE, Santa Fe Friday Night Comedy with
David Montoya. Comedy show. $10. 8:15pm. 992-5800.

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST Clue the Musical. Comic
antics, witty lyrics and a beguiling score carry the investi-
gation from room to room. Even after the culprit
confesses, a surprise twist delights the audience.
$20-$22. 7:30pm. 265-9119. alibi.com/e/184444.

RODEY THEATRE, Popejoy Hall The 25th Annual Putnam
County Spelling Bee. $12-$20. 7:30-9:30pm. See 4/28
listing.

TEATRO PARAGUAS, Santa Fe Una Nota de Lorca. Flamenco
music, poetry and dance inspired by Federico Garcia
Lorca in commemoration of the 80th anniversary of his
death. $15-$20. 8-10pm. (505) 424-1601.
alibi.com/e/186169.

VORTEX THEATRE Immortal Longings. Juliet Capulet decides
she wants to live, and other famous Shakespeare women
present arguments from their own plays. $22. 7:30-10pm.
508-9393. alibi.com/e/185918.

WISE FOOL NEW MEXICO, Santa Fe BitterSweet: A Fruitful
Circus. An extravaganza of flight, fancy and transformation
performed by locals as clowns, acrobats, stilt walkers, aeri-
alists, actors, unicyclists, breakdancers and spoken word
and visual artists. $5-$20. 7-9pm. 992-2588.
alibi.com/e/184355.

SONG & DANCE
KIMO THEATRE New Mexico Academy of Rock and Blues Fest

2016. A fundraising performance event for the NMARB
Music Program Scholarship featuring Keith Sanchez and
The Moon Thieves, Albuquerque Poet Laureate Jessica
Helen Lopez, live mixed media artist DeAnne Olguin
Williamson and more. 7-9pm. 768-3544.
alibi.com/e/185631.

FILM
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Note by Note: The Making

of Steinway L1037. Outpost Music Appreciation Series
screens feature-length independent documentary by Ben
Niles. $5. 7:30pm. 268-0044. alibi.com/e/185635.

SATURDAY APRIL 30
WORDS
TREASURE HOUSE BOOKS, Old Town Extreme Dust Storms

May Exist. Author RJ Mirabal discusses and signs the
second book in his Rio Grande Parallax series. 1pm.
242-7204. alibi.com/e/186587.

ART
SANTA FE WOMAN’S CLUB, Santa Fe The Spring

Contemporary Clay Fair. 30 ceramic artists from across
the state show and sell their finest works in micaceous,
earthenware, stoneware and porcelain clays. 10am-5pm.
alibi.com/e/186699.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER Dividing the Estate. $15-$17. 7:30pm. See

4/29 listing.
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE The Diary of Anne Frank.

$12-$22. 7:30-9:30pm. See 4/29 listing.
AUX DOG THEATRE The Pericles Project. $10-$15. 6-8pm.

See 4/29 listing.
BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE The

Show. $10. 8-9pm. See 4/29 listing. Also, The One Night
Stanleys. Using audience suggestions, the group creates
completely new characters and crafts hilarious scenes.
$8. 9:30-10:30pm. 404-1578. alibi.com/e/184198.

FOUL PLAY CAFE, Sheraton Uptown Guns and Poses. $50+.
7:30-10pm. See 4/29 listing.

GREER GARSON THEATRE, Santa Fe Heathers: The Musical.
$5-$15. 7-9pm. See 4/29 listing.

LODGE AT SANTA FE, Santa Fe Nationwide Comedy Concert:
Davyd Roseman and David Montoya. Comedy show. $10.
8:15pm. 992-5800.

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST Clue the Musical. $20-$22.
7:30pm. See 4/29 listing.

RODEY THEATRE, Popejoy Hall The 25th Annual Putnam
County Spelling Bee. $12-$20. 7:30-9:30pm. See 4/28
listing.

TEATRO PARAGUAS, Santa Fe Una Nota de Lorca. $15-$20.
8-10pm. See 4/29 listing.

VORTEX THEATRE Immortal Longings. $22. 7:30-10pm. See
4/29 listing.

WISE FOOL NEW MEXICO, Santa Fe BitterSweet: A Fruitful
Circus. $5-$20. 7-9pm. See 4/29 listing.

SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Art in the

Afternoon: The Real Matt Jones. The local award-winning
Americana folk band performs. 2-5pm. 243-7255.
alibi.com/e/183299.

Arts &Lit
Calendar
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FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF TAOS, Taos ¡Celebrando¡
Composers of New Mexico. Guest conductor Ryan Allais,
collaborative pianist Claire Detels and the Taos
Community Chorus debut New Mexico composer Justin
Raine’s “The Raven.” $10-$15. 7pm.
alibi.com/e/183186.

LEARN
MAMA’S MINERALS Basic Necklace and Earring Making. A

tutorial on tools, materials, and methods required to prop-
erly finish off a professional-quality necklace. Instruction
is free, but student must bring/buy own materials.
11am-1pm. 266-8443. alibi.com/e/186172.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Rezilience
Indigenous Arts Experience. Learn about Indigenous art
processes. More than 60 Indigenous artists and art-
related professionals representing the US, Canada and
Latin America participate. $5-$40. 9am-7pm.
246-2261. alibi.com/e/186582. See Event Horizon.

FILM
GUILD CINEMA NM Labor Film Festival. Part of the 4th annual

unified global event. A workers-themed film for the May
Day Holiday, also known as International Workers’ Day.
Directors Skype in for discussions. $5. 2-8pm. 255-1848.
alibi.com/e/186511.

SUNDAY MAY 1
WORDS
PAGE ONE BOOKSTORE Best Plants for New Mexico Gardens

and Landscapes: Keyed to Cities and Regions in New
Mexico and Adjacent Areas. UNM Professor Baker H.
Morrow talks and signs his latest, updated non-fiction
work. 3-4:30pm. 294-2026. alibi.com/e/185244.

TREASURE HOUSE BOOKS, Old Town The Gift of Wonder. Lisa
Bear Goldman, Patrice Schooley and Burrito the Burro
sign their newest books. Noon-2pm. 242-7204.
alibi.com/e/186588.

ART
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Exhibition

Opening: Focus on Youth 2016. A juried exhibition
featuring over 100 photographs by local high school
students. Reception includes music and an awards cere-
mony. 1-4pm. alibi.com/e/183300. Also, Santa Fe Opera
Spotlight Series: “Don Giovanni.” Opera educator Olivier
Prezant discusses the opera Don Giovanni by W.A. Mozart.
1:30-3pm. 243-7255. alibi.com/e/183301.

SANTA FE WOMAN’S CLUB, Santa Fe The Spring
Contemporary Clay Fair. 10am-5pm. See 4/30 listing.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER Dividing the Estate. $15-$17. 2pm. See

4/29 listing.
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE The Diary of Anne Frank.

$12-$22. 2-4pm. See 4/29 listing.
AUX DOG THEATRE The Pericles Project. $10-$15. 4-6pm.

See 4/29 listing.
GREER GARSON THEATRE, Santa Fe Heathers: The Musical.

$5-$15. 2-4pm. See 4/29 listing.
KIMO THEATRE 10th Annual Southwest Funnyfest. A night of

non-stop, side-splitting, no-apologies comedy with four of
the nation’s top female comedians. $22. 7:30-10pm.
768-3544. alibi.com/e/185760.

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST Clue the Musical. $20-$22.
4pm. See 4/29 listing.

POPEJOY HALL, UNM Center for the Arts Jim Belushi and the
Board of Comedy. An improvised comedy sketch show
that flows from audience participation. Members of the
Board of Comedy are Megan Grano, Larry Joe Campbell,
Brad Morris and Joshua Funk. $20-$60. 3-5pm.
277-9771. alibi.com/e/167578.

RODEY THEATRE, Popejoy Hall The 25th Annual Putnam
County Spelling Bee. $12-$20. 2-4pm. See 4/28 listing.

VORTEX THEATRE Immortal Longings. $22. 2-4:30pm. See
4/29 listing.

WISE FOOL NEW MEXICO, Santa Fe BitterSweet: A Fruitful
Circus. $5-$20. 7-9pm. See 4/29 listing.

SONG & DANCE
ELDORADO HIGH SCHOOL PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

Albuquerque Concert Band Ensemble. Second annual
ensemble concert featuring small groups of various sizes
and instruments playing a variety of music. 3-4:30pm.
alibi.com/e/185905.

EMBUDO PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Dixon ¡Celebrando¡
Composers of New Mexico. $10-$15. 3pm. See 4/30
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF TAOS.

FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Israel in Egypt. New
Mexico Symphonic Chorus, conducted by Roger Melone,
performs Handel’s powerful oratorio. $15-$45. 3-5pm.
247-0181. alibi.com/e/172314.

ST. JOHN’S UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Breaking Brass
with Maribeth Gunning. An afternoon of music featuring
fireworks for brass and organ. 2-3:30pm. 883-9717.
alibi.com/e/186197.

ST. STEPHEN’S UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Cloudy With a
Chance of Handbells. Concert presented by Enchantment
Albuquerque Handbell Ensemble with a weather theme.
$10. 4pm. 818-8214. alibi.com/e/186107.

FILM
CONGREGATION ALBERT Brunch Presents The Film And TV

Industry In Albuquerque. Dirk Norris discusses the evolu-
tion of film and TV and how keep the industry thriving.
$12. 10am-11pm. 883-1818. alibi.com/e/185915.

MONDAY MAY 2
ART
MASLEY HALL Art Education Graduating Students Exhibition.

Featuring artists Asha Baker, Patricio Freire and Jodi
McCauley.

SONG & DANCE
POPEJOY HALL, UNM Center for the Arts Boston Brass with

UNM Wind Symphony. Concert featuring the world premier
of a UNM Bands commissioned original work by up-and-
coming American composer Jess Turner. $10. 7:30-9pm.
277-8998. alibi.com/e/185906.

TORTUGA GALLERY Sharon Knight: Neofolk Romantique. The
Celtic folk singer performs with a octave mandolin and
collaborator Winter. $10-$15. 7-8pm. 506-0820.
alibi.com/e/185706.

TUESDAY MAY 3
ART
MASLEY HALL Art Education Graduating Students Exhibition.

See 5/2 listing.
LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE CENTER FOR HOPE & RECOVERY Art

Empowerment. A peer-run group for folks interested in
using art as a form of expression. Mediums (clay, paint,
collage) vary week-by-week. Register online. $0-$2.
10am-1pm. 321-3449. alibi.com/e/172222.

MAMA’S MINERALS Basic Necklace and Earring Making.
Free, but student must bring/buy own materials. 5-7pm.
See 4/30 listing.

WEDNESDAY MAY 4
ART
MASLEY HALL Art Education Graduating Students Exhibition.

See 5/2 listing.

ONGOING
ART
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Back to Life:

The Community of Historic Fairview Cemetery. Featuring
photographs, maps and artifacts commemorating the lives
of the founders and residents of the cemetery. Runs
through 9/11/2016. Thu-Sun, Tue-Wed. $1-$4.
9am-5pm. 243-7255. alibi.com/e/184791.

KIMO THEATRE GALLERY Discern. Laura Lampela and Tom
Richardson seek to explore and capture events and
spaces, real or imagined, through photography and print-
making. Runs through 6/19/2016. Fri-Sun, Wed.
11am-8pm. 768-3522.

NEW MEXICO CANCER CENTER Gallery With A Cause. New
Mexico Cancer Center Foundation supports New Mexicans
in their battle with cancer through the sale of beautiful,
original artwork by notable artists. Runs through
6/3/2016. 9am-5pm. 857-8460. alibi.com/e/181554.

MAIN LIBRARY Homage to the Greats. LIBROS Annual Book
Arts Show featuring handmade and artist books. Runs
through 5/30/2016. 506-6198. alibi.com/e/183828.
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FOOD | ResTauRaNT Review

M’Tucci’s Italian
6001 Winter Haven NW, Ste. M

505-503-7327

Hours: Monday-Thursday 11am-10pm, Friday-
Saturday 11am-11pm, Sunday 11am-9pm

Vibe: Wealthy Americanized Hideaway

Alibi recommends: calamari, roasted beet salad,
fried Brie

BY MEGAN RENEAU

O
n a windy spring evening I stumbled into
M’Tucci’s Italian on the Westside. The
lighting was dim in the evening and the

richly decorated interior was packed. It’s a
watering hole for the baby boomers of the
West Side, and I understand why: The service
is outstanding, the presentation is gorgeous,
and the food is ... well, we’ll get to that in a
minute.

I sought a table for one inside but the
restaurant was so crowded—I guess it was a
Saturday night—I couldn’t find a table where
I could visualize myself being comfortable or
being able to enjoy my food in peace. The
patio was a pleasant open-seating refuge,
though after about 5 or 10 minutes of waiting
I was asked to move so a larger party could sit
at the table I was occupying. They were very
apologetic, and I didn’t really mind as I found
a nice, small table on the other side of the
patio. 

After I moved my chair I received my
drink, a Pink Rabbit. The cocktail caught my
eye because of its inclusion of St. Germain. I
love this elderflower liqueur because its
correct mixing really shows when a bartender
knows what they’re doing. That said, the
drink was alright. It was tart from the lemon
juice and sweet from the muddled strawberries
but I found the Absolut Apeach vodka
overwhelmed the other flavors. 

My appetizers came fairly quickly despite
the crowd. I ordered calamari fritti ($10) and
the fried Brie ($9). The calamari was
exquisite. It was perfectly fried and the actual
calamari, legs included, were tender and just
mildly elastic with just enough spicy

Tutte le strade conducono a Roma
M’Tucci’s’ Italian has American crust

seasoning. The fried Brie was served on a bed
of greens with sliced apples and strawberries
and served with thick slices of baguette on the
side and a pomegranate balsamic vinegar glaze
drizzled over everything. Not only was this a
better deal than the seafood, it was superior in
taste. It contained everything I love with a
bread-oriented meal: sour, creamy, melted
cheese, sweet and tart fruit and a lil’
somethin’-somethin’ (I mean the salad, keep
up with me) to make me not feel like I’m
going to go into a lactose-induced shock after
I finish the plate because I will finish that
plate; don’t you doubt it. 

For my main-course meals I ordered the
grilled fish of the day (market price), which
happened to be ono, and a duck sausage pizza.
(Those of you who follow me in my culinary
adventures may find this suspicious but suffice
it to say, I’m working meat back into my diet.)
The fish was served on top of an olive and
tangy lemon gravy with creamy, buttery grilled
polenta (which was honestly my favorite part
of this dish), grilled asparagus that wasn’t
seasoned whatsoever, and sautéed spinach
with minced garlic. The fish was thickly cut
and reminded me of badly cooked chicken.
The outside was covered in a wonderful
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simple pepper seasoning, but it was tough to
cut through the initial layer and was
ultimately—at least inside—flavorless. 

I asked for the minimal sausage on the
duck sausage pizza, and I guess somewhere
along the line the that was translated as, “one
quarter vegetarian.” The pepperoncini-feta
puree topping the pie melted in my mouth
delightfully. The crust was fluffy and chewy,
but when I met the duck sausage, I must say, I
was disappointed. It was entirely saline with a
meaty texture. Singularly, I found it too salty
and lackluster. Combined with the pizza it was
much better, but still unsatisfying. 

I was excited to have the pane al forno
because my best memories of Italy are all
virtually just eating. Italian pizza crust is
incredibly thin, I’ve had pizza where the crust
was basically a cracker and that was absolute
perfection. So I found the raised crust mildly
disappointing since this restaurant seemed to
be aiming for traditional Italian food. 

To finish my visit, I had the roasted beet
salad which was superb. The sweet, tender,
roasted beets paired perfectly with the sour
crumbles of goat cheese scattered across the
plate and with the earthy greens and tart
vinaigrette. It was a perfectly satisfying way to
end the meal. 

Throughout my evening on the patio, I
watched people steadily filter in and out of the
restaurant. Families exited with kids shooting
out, couples entered arm in arm. The sun set
over M’Tucci’s—blue to pink, pink to purple,
purple to dark blue, the only light left coming
from the softly lit overhead lights and the
small yellow and red lights across the patio. I
left quietly to leave these regulars alone with
their subjectively wonderful meals. a

Chowtown
a rotating guide to restaurants we like

suggest a restaurant or search for more at:

w alibi.com/chowtown

These listings have no connection with Alibi advertising

Noodle City

DOWNTOWN

ASIAN NOODLE BAR
318 Central SW, 224-9119 • $$

[Asian] This is the spot for satisfying pre- or post-
movie cravings, with a menu that stretches across
the Asian continent. Think pho and pad Thai with a
side of Japanese cold sesame noodles. Inside, it’s
clean, classy and calm, and open until 11pm on
the weekends. 

MIDTOWN

PHO 79
2007 Candelaria NE, 883-3747 • $

[Vietnamese] This is a no-frills kind of place, but if
you like Vietnamese food and don’t particularly care
about atmosphere, you should definitely seek it out.
The pho is bolstering and wholesome and the beef
tendon is spectacular. From time to time, they’ve
even been known to fly in mass quantities of
crawfish for your tail-eating, head sucking-pleasure. 

VIET TASTE
5721 Menaul NE, 888-0101 • $

[Vietnamese] Who doesn’t like a hot, inexpensive,
filling bowl of pho? Or sweet-and-sour soup with
catfish? Having a light lunch of a papaya salad with
shrimp and an avocado shake is just the thing to
shake off days of stress and too many
cheeseburgers.

NOB HILL

CRAZY FISH
3015 Central NE, 232-3474 • $$

[Japanese] The lunch menu at contemporary
Crazy Fish is accessible and affordably priced, with
selections from a full sushi bar (other options
include calamari salad and a barbecued eel bowl).
At dinner, the menu is more exciting but not that
much more expensive. The spicy udon noodles are
transportive.

FAN TANG
3523 Central NE, 266-3566 • $$

[Asian] The historic building at the corner of
Central and Carlisle yields a spacious dining room
with booths, tables, free wi-fi and dog-friendly
patios. Inside, the Zeng family (of Chow’s Asian
Bistro) have retained their focus on quality
ingredients and traditional family recipes. The menu
draws freely from many Asian cultures with an
emphasis on Chinese. Try the coconut curry with
tofu or a bowl of sesame noodle salad.

STREETFOOD ASIA
3422 Central SE, 445-1028 • $$

[Asian] On the streets of Asia, vendors often
specialize in one dish handed down through
generations, preparing quick meals for passersby
like hot noodle bowls, exotic sandwiches and spicy
skewered satays. It’s a hotbed of cultural diversity
including Vietnamese pho, Korean noodles,
Japanese udon and Malay and Chinese stir-fry.
StreetFood Asia’s menu offers a dizzying array of
sauces, toppings, garnishes, meats, seafood and
vegetables in dinner portions or small plates in the
heart of Nob Hill. Exotic bar drinks and a long list of
excellent sakes adds sparkle to your meal.

Calamari

House Salad Pan seared John Dory
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REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY 

(the increasingly cool Alia Shawkat from
“Arrested Development”) and buff drummer
Reece (Joe Cole from Secret in Their Eyes).
The band is tripping its way across the Pacific
Northwest on syphoned gas in search of a
promised gig in Portland. But a bad turn of
luck finds the venue shut down and the
promised door revenues vanished. Embarrassed
by the sequence of events, the concert’s young
promoter offers to find the band a substitute
gig with his cousin. Turns out it’s a “boots and
braces” concert out in the sticks—which
translates to hardcore, white supremacist
punks. The band usually sees one or two
skinheads at every show, so they figure they
can handle it.
This turns out to be the first in a long line

of poor decisions. While wrapping up their
mid-afternoon set—which goes better than
expected, considering they opened with the
Dead Kennedys’ “Nazi Punks Fuck Off”—the
band stumbles across a backstage scene they
really should not have witnessed. The isolated
club’s oily manager (Macon Blair from Blue
Ruin and Murder Party) locks the now panic-
stricken band in the green room with a
hulking bouncer (Eric Edelstein, best known
for his voice work on “We Bare Bears” and
“Clarence”) and goes looking for the club’s
mysterious owner. Strolling onto the scene and
thoroughly dominating it now is Darcy Banker
(Sir Patrick Stewart), a levelheaded,
frighteningly calm senior skinhead who serves
as the financier/landlord/godfather to this tribe
of redneck neo-Nazis. 
What follows is a skin-prickling, life-or-

death negotiation in which the band members

FILM | RevIew

do their utmost to escape from the back room
of the club, while their captors do their best to
figure out how to murder these outsiders
without leaving any evidence. It’s like a Friday
the 13th movie on pause. You know people are
going to die real soon, and you’re just waiting
for the bloodshed to explode. Rest assured, it
will. But not before you’ve sufficiently chewed
your fingernails down to the quick.
Saulnier has proved himself a journeyman

of mood, and he spends plenty of time here
establishing our characters and the tough,
tense situation in which they find themselves.
From the moment our protagonists set foot in
that graffiti-covered clapboard club out in the
middle of nowhere, Oregon, we know things
are gonna go from bad to worse to oh, my
freakin’ god apocalyptic. Fortunately, Saulnier
and his solid cast have put in the work to
make us care about these people and to believe
in the utter, desperate reality of their situation
before hitting us with the cavalcade of gore.
While hardly sympathetic, it’s just as easy

to understand the motivation of Mr. Darcy and
his shaved-head minions. I mean, if you’re
gonna run a racist, pitbull-and-meth-filled
drug-smuggling empire, you can’t leave a lot of
witnesses behind, now can ya? Stewart, it
should be noted, is simply awesome playing
against type as the businesslike murderer.
Natural dialogue, an unhurried pace and a
smartly constructed narrative make what could
have been a throwaway genre thriller
something far more deserving of cult status.
Once again Mr. Saulnier has taken a

minimalist narrative and explored every inch
of it with skill and a fresh perspective. Green
Room is full to the brim with the sort of
unexpected shocks and indelible images
midnight movie-going crowds clamor for.
Here’s hoping the filmmaker has a few more of
these in him before some major Hollywood
studio snatches him up and forces him at
gunpoint to direct a Twilight prequel or
something equally soul-destroying. a

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

T
here was a time when Hollywood was all
about the indie filmmakers. The ’90s box
office was dominated by people like

Quentin Tarantino, Spike Lee, Richard
Linklater and Kevin Smith, filmmakers
operating just outside of the Hollywood system
to make intriguing, rule-breaking low-budget
films. That’s changed quite a bit since the year
2000 rolled around. Mainstream studios are all
about the $200 million dollar blockbuster
genre franchises now. Those films tend to eat
up screen space, leaving very little room for
smaller films to catch fire. If you look hard
enough, you can find a few people still paving
their own path through the movie industry.
But with video stores a distant memory and
superhero movies crowding the cineplexes, it’s
hard out there for an innovative voice. 
Which brings us to a guy by the name of

Jeremy Saulnier. In just three little films, the
writer-director has made a convincing
argument that he’s one of those old-fashioned,
up-and-coming auteurs who deserves some
serious attention. His first film was 2007’s
clever, no-budget horror-comedy Murder Party,
in which a clueless dork ended up invited to a
hipster Halloween party, whose organizers
intended to murder a clueless dork for the sake
of “art.” Saulnier’s second was 2013’s
melancholy crime drama Blue Ruin, which
concentrated on the slow-creeping story of a
homeless shell of a fellow aiming for ice cold
revenge on the man who killed his parents.
The filmmaker’s third film—and third tonal
about-face —is the hardcore survival-horror
hybrid Green Room.
The film quietly and unhurriedly starts by

introducing us to the members of the Ain’t
Rights, a Washington, D.C.-area punk band
just trying to scratch out a living. Among the
members is introverted lead singer Pat (Anton
Yelchin from Star Trek), mouthy guitarist Sam

A night of Day
Bookworks, in conjunction with UNM’s Creative
Writing Program, will present actress, author
and internet phenomenon Felicia Day. The cult
star will appear on the UNM campus on Friday,
April 29, in support of her book You’re Never
Weird on the Internet (Almost): A Memoir. Day
will participate in a conversation with Craig
Chrissinger of the Albuquerque Science Fiction
Society and sign copies of the book, which came
out in paperback on April 19. Day was crowned
Queen of the Geeks when she created and
starred in the hit web series “The Guild,” which
ran for six seasons. She went on to appear in
numerous mainstream shows and films, including
Syfy’s “Eureka” and The CW’s “Supernatural.”
She also costarred in Joss Whedon’s Emmy
Award-winning internet musical Dr. Horrible’s
Sing-Along Blog. Ticket price for Day’s UNM
appearance is $16 and includes a paperback
copy of You’re Never Weird on the Internet.
(Hardcover and CD audio versions are available
for $25.99 and $29.99, respectively.) Go to
bookworks.com to pre-purchase your book and
guarantee seating at this event. The event
starts at 7pm at UNM’s Woodward Hall.

Test your REZILIENCE
The REZILIENCE Indigenous Arts Experience
comes to the National Hispanic Cultural Center
on Saturday, April 30, from 9am to midnight.
Amid this immersive, multimedia experience will
be several films. The films are showing under the
banner of “REZILIENCE VISION—Future of
Indigenous Filmmakers.” The event is hosted by
Kiowa/Choctaw nation filmmaker Steve Paul
Judd, who will screen his short film “Ronnie
BoDean”—starring Wes Studi as the world’s
most hungover babysitter. Local Diné talent
Felicia Nez will share her short, mixed-media
production “Escape to the Moon.” Gregg Deal
from the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe will be there
to premiere a documentary about his
controversial performance art piece “Last
American Indian on Earth.” Films will be
screened in two blocks, starting at 1pm and 3pm.
A Q&A will all three filmmakers will follow the
second screening. The films will be screened
inside the Bank of America Theater, located at
1701 Fourth Street SW. Admission for the day-
long event is $5. For more info go to rezartx.com

Labor intensive
IATSE 480 and the New Mexico Federation of
Labor will present the Second Annual New
Mexico Labor Film Festival on Saturday, April
30, in Albuquerque at the Guild Cinema (3405
Central NE) and on Sunday, May 1, in Santa Fe
at the Lensic Performing Arts Center (211 West
San Francisco). This event is part of the Global
Labor Film Festival and will present several films
from around the world focusing on themes
important to International Workers’ Day, which
is celebrated in more than 80 countries on May
1. The Albuquerque leg will feature a trio of films
(Dream On, Schoolidarity and Pride) starting at
2pm. The Santa Fe version will feature Dream
On, Waiting for Lefty and a live premiere of the
re-scored 1954, shot-in-New Mexico drama Salt
of the Earth. National Radio personality Jim
Hightower will be there at the Lensic for a
special reception and talk. Santa Fe events
begin at 1pm. Tickets range from $5 to $100.
For more info follow NM Labor Film Festival on
Facebook. a

Green Room
Punk-fueled indie shocker goes for the throat

Green Room
Written and directed by Jeremy Saulnier

Starring Anton Yelchin, Alia Shawkat, Imogen
Poots, Patrick Stewart

Rated R
Opens Thursday 4/28..

“OK, let me rephrase that ...”
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TELEVISION | IDIOT BOX

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Riding With Reedus

A
MC is giving Daryl Dixon from “The
Walking Dead” his own spin-off. But
zombie lovers should probably temper their

enthusiasm. The show is actually a
documentary travel show featuring fan fave
actor Norman Reedus. “Ride With Norman
Reedus” allows the zombie-killing, motorcycle-
riding star to travel the American roads
exploring biker culture and “celebrating the
best and brightest collectors, mechanics and
craftsmen around the country.” Each one-hour
episode will feature Reedus with a special
riding companion—including celebrity bikers
such as Peter Fonda and Robert Rodriguez.
Destinations for this first season include North
Carolina, Florida, California, Nevada, Texas
and Louisiana. If you’re into custom bike
shops, tattoo parlors and roadside smokehouses
(not to mention Reedus’ sensitive bad-boy
demeanor), this is looking like the show for
you. The series is set to premiere on Sunday,
June 12.

Musical Encore

D
isney Channel is obviously moving ahead
with plans for a High School Musical 4. The
network announced it will host an in-

person, open call audition at the Anaheim
Convention Center on Sunday, May 15.
Members of the general public are invited to
sing and dance their way into the new made-
for-TV movie, “American Idol”-style. The
producers are looking for young actors, age 14
to 17. Most of the tweenage fans of the

original 2006 film have probably aged out of
the series and are more concerned with
hanging out at clubs these days, but if there’s
one thing Disney know how to do it’s beat a
dead horse. The film will be directed and
choreographed by Jeffrey Hornaday (Disney
Channel’s Teen Beach Movie and Teen Beach
2). Dan Berendsen (Hannah Montana: The
Movie) and Peter Barsocchini (who penned all
three High School Musical movies) are writing
it. No word on when the film will be aired or if
any of the original stars will be making
cameos. (Don’t hold your breath for Zac Efron
or Vanessa Hudgens. Ashley Tisdale is a
Facebook “maybe.” Corbin Bleu? He’s got a
very clear schedule. Call him.)

The Doctor's New +1

T
he BBC has announced the newest
companion for “Doctor Who.” With the
departure of Clara Oswald (Jenna

Coleman)—last seen sneakily bopping around
the universe with immortal Viking tween
Ashildr in a time-traveling diner—the BBC is
keen to tease us with The Doctor’s newest
partner in time. Unknown actress Pearl
Mackie (who appeared in a single episode of
the medical soap “Doctors”) is climbing on
board the TARDIS as “Bill.” The new season’s
teaser trailer features The Doctor (Peter
Capaldi) and Bill running from Daleks.
Footage from the trailer isn’t actually from an
upcoming episode, but features some good
banter between the two characters and gives
us some clue what their relationship will look
like. Bill will presumably be introduced in this
year’s Christmas episode, set to materialize on
BBC One and BBC America sometime in
December. The new season of “Doctor Who”
will show up in early 2017. a

THE WEEK IN

SLOTH
in which N.W.A. got inducted and all
the white people got really uptight—
including Steve Miller, who may just
have been in a bad mood because
he couldn’t get any more free tickets
to the show. Is this the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame induction
ceremony or a monthly board
meeting at your parents’ crank-filled
retirement community?

God Told Me To (TCM 12:15am) Larry
Cohen’s eerie 1976 thriller finds a
bunch of random New Yorkers killing
people or committing suicide
because the “Voice of God” told
them to. What the heck is going on?

SUNDAY 1
“American Country Countdown

Awards” (KASA-2 7pm) This
venerable awards show has been
around since 2014 and hands out
statues based on the acts that have
sold the most albums and gotten
the most radio play. (Finally, these
rich, successful superstars are
getting the reward they deserve!)
Carrie Underwood, Luke Bryan,
Florida Georgia Line and Martina
McBride are among the performers.

MONDAY 2
“The Loud House” (Nickelodeon 3pm)

Nick’s newest tween toon
concentrates on the sole boy in a
house packed with 10 sisters.

“Houdini and Doyle” (KASA-2 8pm) In
this 10-episode British-Canadian

series, magician Harry Houdini and
Sherlock Holmes creator Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle team up to solve
crimes.

“Live from the Red Carpet: The 2016
Met Gala” (E! 8:30pm) Cameras
aren’t allowed inside this annual
celeb shindig, a fundraiser for the
New York’s Metropolitan Museum of
Art. But E! sends a bunch of
reporters to stand on the red carpet
and ogle our betters as they traverse
from limo to museum door.

TUESDAY 3
“Car Hunters” (History 8pm) Ordinary

people go shopping for their dreams
muscle cars and must choose
between three likely vehicles. It’s like
“House Hunters,” but with cars. ...
Scratch that: It’s exactly “House
Hunters” with cars.

WEDNESDAY 4
“Little Women: NY” (Lifetime 8:02pm)

Lifetime’s groundbreaking “Little
Women: LA” proved that little people
reality stars are just as insufferable
and overprivileged as any average-
sized “real housewife.” Now, Lifetime
travels to New York to prove that little
people reality stars in New York are
exactly like the little people reality
stars in Los Angeles. In fact, throw
any adjective or city you want into
the mix, and Lifetime will strive to
show you how annoying people can
be when cameras are pointed in their
direction. a

THURSDAY 28
“Huang’s World” (Viceland 8pm) Chef

Eddie Huang, creator of ABC’s semi-
autobiographical sitcom “Fresh off
the Boat,” lands himself one of
those cushy, celebrity travel shows.

FRIDAY 29
Special Correspondents (Netflix

Streaming Anytime) British
comedian Ricky Gervais writes,
directs and stars in this remake of
the 2009 French MSM satire of the
same name. Eric Bana, Vera
Farmiga, Kelly Macdonald, Benjamin
Bratt and America Ferrera costar.

SATURDAY 30
“Jazz at the White House” (KOAT-7

7pm) President Barack Obama and
first lady Michelle Obama host a
concert featuring Herbie Hancock,
Sting, Aretha Franklin, Trombone
Shorty, Diana Krall, Al Jarreau, Hugh
Masekela, Buddy Guy, Wayne Shorter
and Pat Metheny.

“2016 Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
Induction” (HBO 6pm) It’s the one

TV News
Tidbits from around the dial

GKIDS PRESENTS A RIVETING STEAMPUNK SCI-FI ADVENTURE
FROM THE CREATORS OF PERSEPOLIS

MARION
COTILLARD

IN

A FILM BY 
CHRISTIAN DESMARES AND FRANCK EKINCI

“BEAUTIFUL, INVENTIVE AND
UNCANNILY SATISFYING! 
The movie so teems with delightful detail and has such an 

  exuberant sense of play that it feels entirely fresh.”

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT STARTS FRI. 4/29 REGAL HIGH RIDGE 8
12921 INDIAN SCHOOL NE
(505) 275-3202 ALBUQUERQUE

“MIYAZAKI MEETS PIXAR!”
THE VERGE

97%
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Elvis & Nixon
Michael Shannon (“Boardwalk Empire,” Take Shelter, Man of
Steel) and Kevin Spacey (The Usual Suspects, American
Beauty, “House of Cards”) star in this historical comedy
relating the “untold true story” behind the infamous 1970
meet-and-greet between Elvis Presley and Richard Nixon. 86
minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown)

Everybody Wants Some!!
Richard Linklater writes and directs this spiritual sequel to his
1993 opus Dazed and Confused. Moving from high school in
the ’70s to college in the ’80s, he crafts a free-flowing
ensemble comedy that manages to ask some hard-hitting
sociological questions about where we’ve been and where
we’re going. 117 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown)

Eye in the Sky
Col. Katherine Powell (Helen Mirren), a military officer in
command of an operation to capture terrorists in Kenya, sees
her mission escalate when a girl enters the kill zone triggering
an international dispute over the implications of modern
warfare. Alan Rickman and Aaron Paul costar in this tense
suspense drama about the morality of military drones. South
African Gavin Hood (X-Men Origins: Wolverine, Ender’s Game)
directs. 102 minutes. R. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

God’s Not Dead 2
Faith-based audiences flocked to see 2014’s evil atheist
college professor drama God’s Not Dead. In this spiritual (in
more ways than one) sequel, a high school teacher goes to
court to defend her in-class love of Jesus. (See, not all
teachers are godless heathen.) Unfortunately evil atheist
lawmakers are trying to stand in her way. By proving that God
is dead. In court. Basically, this is Miracle on 34th Street, but
with Jesus instead of Santa. Melissa Joan Hart, Jesse
Metcalfe, Ray Wise, Robin Givens, Ernie Hudson and Pat
Boone (!) are among the random, C-list Hollywood cast. 121
minutes. PG. (Century Rio)

Hardcore Henry
This gimmicky, nonstop action flick is shot entirely in first-
person (with a GoPro camera), through the eyes of the main
character. Yes, it looks just like a FPS video game. Having just
been resurrected from death with no memory, our hero wakes
up in the unfamiliar city of Moscow where he must discover
his identity and save his wife from an evil warlord with a plan
to bioengineer cybernetic supersoldiers. Sharlto Copley (The
A-Team) and Tim Roth (Reservoir Dogs) are the few
recognizable faces among the mostly Russian cast and crew.
96 minutes. R. (Century Rio)

Hello, My Name is Doris
Sally Field reestablishes her bona fides with this
comedy/drama/romance about a sixty-something wallflower
who attends a self-help seminar and is inspired to
romantically pursue her much-younger co-worker (Max
Greenfield from “New Girl”). Co-writer/director Michael
Showalter (Wet Hot American Summer, The Baxter, “Stella”)
displays a much more grown-up sense of humor here, deftly
tackling the issue of ageism with the help of an enormously
appealing lead actor. 95 minutes. R. (Century Rio)

A Hologram for the King
Tom Hanks stars in this odd comedy-drama about a failed
American businessman who tries to recoup his financial
losses by traveling to Saudi Arabia and securing a massive IT
contract from a wealthy monarch. There, he’s assisted in his
quest by a beautiful doctor (Sarita Choudhury from The
Hunger Games: Mockingjay) and a wisecracking taxi driver
(first-timer Alexander Black). German filmmaker Tom Tykwer
(Run Lola Run) writes and directs from the novel by Dave
Eggers. 97 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown)

The Huntsman: Winter’s War
This sequel to 2012’s Snow White and the Huntsman dumps
lead princess Kristen Stewart and replaces her with most of
the plot from Disney’s Frozen (or Hans Christian Andersen’s
“The Snow Queen,” if you’re a traditionalist). Seems that
jealousy-prone queen Ravenna (Charlize Theron) and her icy
exiled sister Freya (Emily Blunt) are at war. Naturally, Chris
Hemsworth’s hunky huntsman is caught in the middle. As in
the previous outing, the costumes and sets are visually
stunning, but the convoluted fairy tale mash-up of a storyline
is better suited for ABC’s corny “Once Upon a Time.” 114
minutes. PG-13. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Grande 12
Albuquerque IMAX, Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

The Invitation
This sinister, slow-burn horror thriller comes to us from
director Karyn Kusama (Girlfight, Aeon Flux, Jennifer’s Body).
While attending a dinner party at his former L.A. home, an
increasingly paranoid man (Logan Marshall-Green from
Prometheus and “Dark Blue”) comes to believe his ex-wife

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

OPENING THIS WEEK
April and The Extraordinary World
From the French animation studio behind the Oscar-
nominated film Persepolis comes this extraordinarily beautiful
animated adventure yarn, which combines the look of
Japanese-style anime with the steampunk aesthetic of French
comic book legend Jacques Tardi. In an otherworldly, steam-
powered Paris, scientists are mysteriously vanishing. Now it’s
up to one teenage girl (voiced by Marion Cotillard) and her
talking cat (Jean Rochefort) to find her parents, two of the
missing scholars. In French with English subtitles. 105
minutes. PG. (Opens Friday 4/29 at High Ridge)

The Breakfast Club
John Hughes’ 1985 comedy/drama about high school
stereotypes returns to the big screen with Emilio Estevez, Judd
Nelson, Molly Ringwald, Anthony Michael Hall and Ally Sheedy
in tow. 97 minutes. R. (Opens Thursday 4/28 at SUB Theater)

Facets Kids Vol. 4—Overcoming Obstacles
Facets, the famed Chicago video store-turned-non-profit
Chicago cinema arts organization, gathers together an
amazing collection of family-friendly shorts about confronting
obstacles, both big and small. Short, live-action and
animated films from Canada, Russia, Brazil, Kenya, Belgium,
the Netherlands, India and the USA are featured. 78 minutes.
Unrated. (Opens Saturday 4/30 at Guild Cinema)

Green Room
Reviewed this issue. 95 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 4/29 at
Century Rio)

Keanu
Sketch comedy kings Keegan-Michael Key and Jordan Peele
star in this manic action comedy about a brokenhearted guy
(Peele) who adopts the world’s cutest kitten in the wake of an
ugly breakup. But when the titular feline is kidnapped by a
group of violent gang-bangers, our protagonist teams up with
his nerdy best bud (Key) to pose as drug dealers in order to
rescue the beloved pet. 98 minutes. R. (Opens Thursday 4/28
at Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Grande 12 Albuquerque
IMAX, Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

Krisha
This award-winning drama is the story of one woman’s return
to the family she abandoned years before. Over the course of
one turbulent Thanksgiving, sixtysomething hippie Krisha
(Krisha Fairchild) shows up at her sister’s home in Texas
where she is greeted with a mixture of warmth and wariness
from her various estranged relatives (most of whom are
played by first-time writer-director Trey Edward Shults’ friends
and family). What follows is a welter of unbottled emotions as
one broken individual tries to reconnect with her family after
more than a decade of unexplained absence. The result is the
sort of observational, kitchen sink character study that would
have made John Cassavetes proud. 83 minutes. R. (Opens
Wednesday 5/4 at Guild Cinema)

Mother’s Day
Good news, fans of Valentine’s Day and New Year’s Eve: The
creators of those low-effort ensemble romantic comedies
have located another holiday! Jennifer Aniston, Timothy
Olyphant, Julia Roberts, Hector Elizondo, Kate Hudson, Aasif
Mandvi, Sarah Chalke and Jason Sudeikis are among the
goo-goo-eyed cast. 118 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday
4/28 at Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Grande 12
Albuquerque IMAX, Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

New Mexico Labor Film Festival
This year’s second annual New Mexico Labor Film Festival—
held in conjunction with the Global Labor Film Festival—will
feature a trio of films in honor of International Workers’ Day.
First up is Dream On, in which political comedian John
Fugelsang follows in the footsteps of Alex de Tocqueville,
whose study of our young country in 1831 came to define the
idea of the “American Dream.” Fugelsang talks to everyone
from fast food workers to entrepreneurs to see if de
Tocqueville’s observations are still valid. Next is the NEA-
backed documentary Schoolidarity, which examines the
history of issues surrounding the privatization of public
schools in the US. Closing out the night is the 2014 comedy-
drama Pride, which takes a fictionalized look at a famous
1984 mine workers strike supported—somewhat surprisingly—
by UK gay activists. (Opens Saturday 4/30 at Guild Cinema)

Papa Hemingway in Cuba
This biopic is the first Hollywood film to be shot in Cuba in
more than 50 years. Giovanni Ribisi stars as an ambitious
Miami journalist (based on Denne Bart Petitclerc, who wrote

the screenplay prior to his death). While on assignment in
Havana, our young writer bumps into his literary idol, Ernest
Hemingway (longtime stage and TV actor Adrian Sparks), just
as the Cuban Revolution starts to boil over. 104 minutes. R.
(Opens Friday 4/29 at Century 14 Downtown)

Peggy Guggenheim: Art Addict
As the primary procurer for her uncle’s famous New York
museum, heiress Peggy Guggenheim led an enviable life—
jetting around the globe, hobnobbing with Duchamp, Pollock,
Cocteau, Beckett and Rothko and collecting just about every
piece of famous 20th century modern art. Director Lisa
Immordino Vreeland (Diana Vreeland: The Eye Has to Travel)
captures the life of this extraordinary patron of the arts in a
way that is beautiful, thrilling and a little bit scandalous. 97
minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 4/29 at Guild Cinema)

Purple Rain
A rerelease of this classic, 1984 musical seems inevitable in
the wake of Prince’s tragic and untimely death. The Purple
One became an international superstar thanks in part to this
zesty drama about a young Minneapolis musician struggling
to deal with an abusive home life, a nasty rival, a burgeoning
romance and his own growing ego. The look is dated, of
course, but the music (which won an Oscar) remains as
exciting as the day it was recorded. 111 minutes. R. (Opens
Thursday 4/28 at Guild Cinema, Century Rio)

Ratchet & Clank
The popular series of platforming, Playstation-based video
games (started back in 2002) gets a feature film adaptation.
This family-friendly CGI cartoon (from Insomniac Games and
Sony Computer Entertainment America) finds the galaxy
under threat from a nefarious space captain. It’s up to an
animalistic mechanic and his newfound robot friend to save
the day. Most of the video game voice cast returns to play the
familiar characters. Rosario Dawson, Paul Giamatti, John
Goodman and Sylvester Stallone are on board to provide a
little additional star power. 94 minutes. PG. (Opens Thursday
4/28 at Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Grande 12
Albuquerque IMAX, Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

A Star Is Born (1954)
Judy Garland headlines this 1954 version of the musical
drama A Star Is Born. James Mason is as an aging, alcoholic
film star who helps a young singer and actress (Garland, of
course) find fame, even as his own career fades into
obscurity. Janet Gaynor and Fredric March did it first in 1937.
Barbra Streisand and Kris Kristofferson did it again in 1976.
154 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Sunday 5/1 at Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio)

Thirsty: A Musical Motion Picture
Albuquerque creative company Concept Flux and Tucson hip-
hop group Jivin’ Scientists teamed up for this “visually
stimulating and thought-provoking” musical motion picture.
Consisting of three interlocking music videos, the film relates
one man’s surreal journey through moments of his
heartbroken relationship with the woman of his dreams. Also
screening will be short works by Eddie Alcazar, Alejandro
Montoya, Sheridan O’Connell and other talented area
filmmakers. 65 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Tuesday 5/3 at
Guild Cinema)

Troublemakers: The Story of Land Art
This artistic documentary unearths the exploits of a group of
renegade New York artists who “sought to transcend the
limitations of painting and sculpture” by constructing
monumental earthworks in the desolate deserts of the
American Southwest in the late 1960s and early ’70s. Among
the artists interviewed are Robert Smithson (Spiral Jetty),
Walter De Maria (The Lightning Field) and Michael Heizer
(Double Negative). 72 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 4/29
at Guild Cinema)

Where to Invade Next
Documentarian/rabble-rouser Michael Moore tries a different
approach for his newest film. Here, he cheekily suggests we
stop invading crumbling dictatorships and start “invading”
successful countries. By traveling the world and talking to
various political and social leaders, he comes up with a whole
lot of great ideas that we here in America should probably
steal in order to fix many of the economic, educational and
structural problems in our country. The film is thought-
provoking and sincere and the filmmaker actually sounds
optimistic for a change. 120 minutes. R. (Opens Sunday 5/1
at Guild Cinema)

Yakuza Apocalypse
Madly prolific Japanese filmmaker Takashi Miike (Visitor Q,
The Happiness of the Katakuris, Ichi the Killer, Audition, Gozu,
One Missed Call, Zebraman, Crows Zero, Sukiyaki Western
Django, 13 Assassins) returns with this bloody comic book of

a movie. In it a sensitive young gangster is bitten by a
bloodsucking yakuza vampire and goes on a revenge kick,
killing off the foreign assassins who took out his legendary
boss. Needless to say this one features plenty of over-the-top
Miike craziness. In Japanese with English subtitles. 115
minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 4/29 at Guild Cinema)

STILL PLAYING
Barbershop: The Next Cut
The gang (Ice Cube, Cedric the Entertainer, Anthony Anderson,
Eve, Sean Patrick Thomas, Jazsmin Lewis) is all back in this
fourth film in the Barbershop series (if you count 2005’s
Beauty Shop). This time around the shop is co-ed, and
everybody’s fighting against neighborhood violence. But it’s
pretty much just people standing around a barber shop
bagging on one another. 112 minutes. PG-13. (Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Grande 12 Albuquerque IMAX, Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice
Batman and Superman duke it out in a grimdark setting that
involves lots of glowering, real estate-flattening explosions
and concrete-colored costumes. The action is frenetic, the
production design is faithful to its comic book roots and
there’s plenty of fan service—but the film just doesn’t
differentiate its heroes enough for the long-awaited
confrontation to feel particularly justified. Batman and
Superman are now both dark, brooding, murderous vigilantes
feared by polite society. This crowded, lengthy film wastes a
lot of energy setting up future Justice League films, but
doesn’t spend enough time being fun or escapist or
particularly entertaining. Reviewed in v25 i12. 153 minutes.
PG-13. (Grande 12 Albuquerque IMAX, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

Born To Be Blue
Ethan Hawke stars as jazz trumpet legend Chet Baker in this
“re-imagining” of his musical comeback in the late 1960s. To
be clear: This isn’t a standard-issue, based-on-fact biopic.
Instead it’s a sort of freeform rumination on several key
moments in Baker’s life. It concentrates heavily on his heroin
addiction, but features some well-realized musical flashbacks
as well. Hawke gives one of his best performances. 97
minutes. R. (Guild Cinema)

The Boss
Melissa McCarthy (“Mike & Molly,” Bridesmaids) stars as a
famed business mogul/financial guru who is sent to prison
after she’s caught for insider trading. When she gets out of
prison, she’s forced to work off her community service by
helping a Girl Scouts-esque organization with their annual
baked goods-based fundraiser. Naturally, she seizes on the
opportunity to rebuild her financial empire and get revenge on
everyone who screwed her over—one brownie at a time. 99
minutes. R. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Grande 12
Albuquerque IMAX, Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Compadres
In this low-budget Mexican action comedy, a former cop
(Omar Chaparro from “Sexo y Otras Secretos”) seeks revenge
on the crime lord who framed him by teaming up with a tubby
young computer hacker (Joey Morgan) who stole $10 million
from the bad guys. Writer-director Erique Begne (Busco Novio
Para Mi Mujer) is responsible. Athough this American-style
buddy comedy was shot in Mexico, it’s in English. 101
minutes. Unrated. (Century Rio)

Criminal 
In this preposterous ,’90s-era action movie throwback, a CIA
agent (Ryan Reynolds) dies in the line of duty, leaving a
dangerous computer hacker unapprehended. Naturally, the
government recruits a death row murderer (Kevin Costner)
and uses an experimental medical procedure to “inject” their
agent’s memories directly into his brain. Of course the
confused guinea pig escapes from jail and wanders around
wondering if he should kill people or save the world. Stuff
blows up a lot, and you can probably guess which direction
our protagonist decides to go. 113 minutes. R. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio)

Deadpool
Ryan Reynolds single-handedly tries to rescue his cult
superhero for the horribly botched 2009 film X-Men Origins:
Wolverine. He succeeds beyond the wildest dreams of most
comic book fans. In this self-mocking parody, he stars as a
brain-addled mercenary who gains incredible healing powers
but loses his good looks thanks to a little mad science. Boil it
down and the film is your basic “get revenge on the bad guy
and rescue the girlfriend” plot. But the third-wall-breaking
humor, raunchy sex and over-the-top violence make this a
shockingly fun “adult” action comedy. Reviewed in v25 i6.
108 minutes. R. (Century Rio)
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CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 1 (800) 326-3264 ext. 943#

A Star Is Born (1954) Sun 2:00; Wed 2:00, 7:00
Papa Hemingway in Cuba Fri-Sun 11:40am, 2:20, 5:00, 7:40,
10:20; Mon-Wed 11:40am, 2:20, 5:00, 7:40; Thu 11:40am,
2:20, 5:00

Mother’s Day Fri-Sun 11:00am, 1:55, 4:45, 7:35, 10:35; Mon-
Wed 11:00am, 1:55, 4:45, 7:35; Thu 11:00am, 1:55, 4:45,
7:35, 10:35

Ratchet & Clank 3D Fri-Sun 4:30, 9:25; Mon-Wed 11:35am,
4:30; Thu 4:30, 9:25

Ratchet & Clank Fri-Sun 11:35am, 2:05, 7:00; Mon-Wed 2:05,
7:00; Thu 11:35am, 2:05, 7:00, 11:50

Keanu Fri-Sun 12:20, 2:50, 5:20, 7:50, 10:30; Mon-Wed 12:20,
2:50, 5:20, 7:50; Thu 12:20, 2:50, 5:20, 7:50, 10:30

Elvis & Nixon Fri-Sun 12:45, 3:05, 5:25, 7:45, 10:20; Mon-Tue
12:45, 3:05, 5:25, 7:45; Wed-Thu 12:45, 3:05

Miles Ahead Fri-Sun 11:50am, 2:30, 5:00, 7:30, 10:00; Mon-
Wed 11:50am, 2:30, 5:00, 7:30; Thu 11:50am, 2:30, 5:00

A Hologram for the King Fri-Sun 11:45am, 2:15, 4:45, 7:15,
9:45; Mon-Wed 11:45am, 2:15, 4:45, 7:15; Thu 11:45am,
2:15, 4:45

Everybody Wants Some!! Fri-Sun 11:20am, 2:10, 5:05, 7:55,
10:45; Mon-Wed 11:20am, 2:10, 5:05, 7:55; Thu 11:20am,
2:10

The Huntsman: Winter’s War Fri-Sun 11:10am, 12:15, 1:55,
3:10, 4:40, 5:55, 7:25, 8:50, 10:10; Mon-Wed 11:10am,
12:15, 1:55, 3:10, 4:40, 5:55, 7:25; Thu 11:10am, 12:15,
1:55, 3:10, 4:40, 5:55, 7:25, 8:50, 10:10, 11:40

The Jungle Book 3D Fri-Sun 12:05, 2:55, 5:45, 8:35; Mon-Wed
12:05, 2:55, 5:45; Thu 10:50am, 1:30, 4:20, 7:10, 11:35

The Jungle Book Fri-Thu 10:50am, 1:30, 4:20, 7:10
Barbershop: The Next Cut Fri-Sun 11:05am, 1:50, 4:35, 7:20,
10:40; Mon-Wed 11:05am, 1:50, 4:35, 7:20; Thu 11:05am,
1:50, 4:35, 7:20, 10:40;

Criminal Fri-Sun 10:05; Thu 10:05
Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice Fri-Sat 12:10, 3:35, 7:05,
10:25; Sun 7:05, 10:25; Mon-Tue 12:10 3:35, 7:05; Thu
12:10, 3:35, 10:25

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 1 (800) 326-3264

A Star Is Born (1954) Sun 2:00; Wed 2:00, 7:00
Green Room Fri-Thu 11:45am, 2:30, 5:15, 8:00, 10:45
Purple Rain Fri-Thu 3:45, 7:00
Mother’s Day Fri-Thu 12:50, 4:00, 7:10, 10:20
Ratchet & Clank 3D Fri-Thu 4:30, 10:35
Ratchet & Clank Fri-Thu 11:35am, 2:20, 7:50
Keanu Fri-Thu 11:30am, 2:20, 5:05, 7:55, 10:45
Compadres Fri-Thu 2:00, 4:50, 7:40, 10:25
The Huntsman: Winter’s War Fri-Sat 11:30am, 12:20, 1:20,
2:25, 3:25, 4:25, 5:30, 6:30, 7:30, 8:35, 9:35, 10:35, 11:40;
Sun-Thu 11:30am, 12:20, 1:20, 2:25, 3:25, 4:25, 5:30, 6:30,
7:30, 8:35, 9:35, 10:35

Criminal Fri-Thu 1:00, 4:05, 7:10, 10:15
The Jungle Book 3D Fri-Sat 12:30, 2:00, 3:30, 5:00, 6:30, 8:00,
9:30, 11:00; Sun-Thu 12:30, 2:00, 3:30, 5:00, 6:30, 8:00,
9:30

The Jungle Book Fri-Sat 11:45am, 1:15, 2:45, 4:15, 5:45, 7:15,
8:45, 10:15, 11:45; Sun-Thu 11:45am, 1:15, 2:45, 4:15, 5:45,
7:15, 8:45, 10:15

Barbershop: The Next Cut Fri-Thu 1:30, 4:30, 7:30, 10:30
The Boss Fri-Thu 11:40am, 2:25, 5:10, 7:55, 10:40 
Hardcore Henry Fri-Sat 11:50am, 2:30, 5:10, 7:50, 10:30; Sun
7:50, 10:30; Mon 11:50am, 2:30, 5:10, 7:50, 10:30; Tue
11:50am, 2:30; Wed 10:30

God’s Not Dead 2 Fri-Sun 12:35, 10:00; Mon-Tue 12:35, 3:45,

6:55, 10:00; Wed 12:35, 10:00
Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice Fri-Thu 11:40am, 3:20,
7:00, 10:40

My Big Fat Greek Wedding 2 Fri-Thu 1:50, 4:35, 7:20, 10:05
Hello, My Name is Doris Fri-Thu 11:35am, 2:15, 4:55, 7:35,
10:10

Miracles From Heaven Fri-Thu 12:50, 3:50, 6:50, 9:50
Zootopia Fri-Thu 12:55, 3:55, 6:55, 9:55
Deadpool Fri-Thu 1:05, 4:05, 7:05, 10:05

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • 897-6858

Ratchet & Clank 3D Fri-Thu 2:15, 9:45
Ratchet & Clank Fri-Thu 11:45am, 4:45, 7:15
Mother’s Day Fri-Thu 12:20, 3:35, 7:00, 10:05
Keanu Fri-Thu 11:20am, 2:00, 4:40, 7:30, 10:15
The Huntsman: Winter’s War Fri- Thu 12:15, 3:20, 7:00, 10:00
The Jungle Book 3D Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:40, 4:20, 7:05, 9:55
The Jungle Book Fri-Thu 11:30am, 2:10, 4:50, 7:35, 10:25
Barbershop: The Next Cut Fri-Thu 12:00, 3:25, 7:15, 10:10
The Boss Fri-Thu 11:15am, 1:55, 4:35, 7:10, 9:50
Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice Fri 11:00am, 2:45, 6:30,
10:15; Sat 2:45, 6:30, 10:15; Sun 11:00am, 2:45, 6:30,
10:15; Mon-Thu 11:00am, 2:45, 10:15

Zootopia Fri-Thu 12:10, 3:30, 6:30, 9:20

GRANDE 12 ALBUQUERQUE IMAX
3810 Las Estancias SW • 

Ratchet & Clank 3D Fri-Thu 1:40, 8:55
Ratchet & Clank Fri-Thu 11:15am, 4:05, 6:30
Mother’s Day Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:45, 4:30, 7:15, 10:00
Keanu Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:30, 4:00, 7:10, 9:40
The Huntsman: Winter’s War Fri-Thu 1:00, 4:10, 7:05, 10:00
The Jungle Book—An IMAX 3D Experience Fri-Thu 11:00am,
1:30, 4:05, 6:50, 9:40

The Jungle Book 3D Fri-Thu 12:00, 2:30, 5:00, 8:00
The Jungle Book Fri-Thu 11:30am, 2:00, 4:30, 7:30, 10:00
Barbershop: The Next Cut Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:45, 4:30, 7:15,
10:00

The Boss Fri-Thu 12:00, 2:30, 5:00, 7:30, 10:00
Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice Fri-Thu 12:30, 2:40, 4:00,
6:05, 7:25, 9:30

Zootopia Fri-Thu 11:00am, 12:00, 1:30, 4:10, 6:50, 9:30

GUILD CINEMA
3405 Central NE • 255-1848

Troublemakers: The Story of Land Art Fri 2:15, 6:15
Peggy Guggenheim: Art Addict Fri 4:00, 8:00
Yakuza Apocalypse Fri-Sat 10:30
Facets Kids Vol. 4—Overcoming Obstacles Sat-Sun 12:00
New Mexico Labor Film Festival Sat Dream On 2:00,
Schoolidarity 6:00, Pride 8:00

Where to Invade Next Sun-Mon 3:00, 5:30, 8:00
Born To Be Blue Tue 4:30
Thirsty: A Musical Motion Picture Tue 7:00
The Invitation Tue 9:00
KrishaWed-Thu 4:30, 8:30
Purple RainWed 10:30

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • 275-0038

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1194

Spotlight Fri-Thu 11:30am
Race Fri-Thu 11:40am, 7:10
Risen Fri-Thu 12:20, 3:20, 6:30, 9:30
Demolition Fri-Thu 2:50, 6:10, 9:40
Ride Along 2 Fri-Thu 1:30, 4:30, 7:30, 10:20
The Revenant Fri-Thu 12:00, 4:10, 8:00
Pride and Prejudice and Zombies Fri-Thu 3:50, 10:30
Gods of Egypt 3D Fri-Thu 3:40, 10:10
Gods of Egypt Fri-Thu 12:30, 7:00
Kung Fu Panda 3 3D Fri-Thu 1:20, 4:00, 6:40, 9:20
Kung Fu Panda 3 Fri-Thu 11:50am, 2:30, 5:10, 7:50

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1247

Spotlight Fri-Thu 12:20
Risen Fri-Thu 1:00, 4:10, 7:20, 10:10
Demolition Fri-Thu 12:50, 3:40, 6:30, 9:30
Ride Along 2 Fri-Thu 12:10, 3:10, 6:10, 9:10
The Revenant Fri-Thu 12:30, 4:00, 7:40
Gods of Egypt 3D Fri-Thu 3:50, 10:10
Gods of Egypt Fri-Thu 12:40, 7:10
Star Wars: The Force Awakens Fri-Thu 12:30, 4:00, 7:40
Kung Fu Panda 3 3D Fri-Thu 1:30, 4:30, 7:30
Kung Fu Panda 3 Fri-Thu 12:00, 3:00, 6:00, 9:00

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

Ratchet & Clank Fri-Thu 11:10am, 1:55, 4:40, 7:20, 10:05
Mother’s Day Fri-Thu 11:20am, 2:20, 5:20, 8:20
Keanu Fri-Thu 12:20, 3:10, 6:00, 8:50
The Huntsman: Winter’s War Fri-Thu 11:30am,12:30, 2:30, 3:30,
5:30, 6:30, 8:30, 9:30

Eye in the Sky Fri-Thu 11:10am, 1:55, 4:45, 7:30, 10:10
Barbershop: The Next Cut Fri-Thu 12:25, 3:25, 6:25, 9:25
The Jungle Book 3D Fri-Thu 12:00, 5:30
The Jungle Book Fri-Thu 11:20am, 2:10, 2:45, 5:00, 7:50, 8:15,
10:40

The Boss Fri-Thu 11:20am, 2:00, 4:40, 7:20, 10:05
My Big Fat Greek Wedding 2 Fri-Thu 12:25, 2:50, 5:15, 7:40,
10:05

Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice 3D Fri-Thu 12:20, 7:150
Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice Fri-Thu 11:15am, 2:40,
3:45, 6:05, 9:30, 10:35

Zootopia Fri-Thu 11:10am, 2:05, 4:50, 7:40, 10:30

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

The Breakfast Club Fri 6:00, 8:00; Sat 8:00; Sun 1:00, 3:00

UNM MIDWEEK MOVIES
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-4706

Star Wars: The Force Awakens Tue 8:00; Wed 4:00, 7:00; Thu
3:30

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • 881-2220

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

and her new husband have sinister intentions for their guests.
100 minutes. Unrated. (Guild Cinema)

The Jungle Book
Unlike Disney’s recent live-action Cinderella , Alice in
Wonderland and The Wizard of Oz revamps, this family
fantasy sticks pretty close to the original cartoon version. John
Favreau (Elf, Iron Man) does an admirable job directing one
kid and a whole bunch of CGI animals. Star Neel Sethi is a
ball of energy, leaping and tumbling his way from one action
sequence to the next. A string of celebrity voices (Ben
Kingsley, Idris Elba, Bill Murray, Lupita Nyong’o, Scarlett
Johansson, Christopher Walken) take on the familiar
characters. The action is a bit intense at times for the littlest
of tykes. The decision to include two of the songs from the
original Disney cartoon is odd, but doesn’t upset the overall
balance of the adventurous film. Reviewed in v25 i16. 105
minutes. PG. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Grande 12
Albuquerque IMAX, Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

My Big Fat Greek Wedding 2
Having had success with 2002’s super sleeper hit My Big Fat
Greek Wedding and 2003’s TV spin-off “My Big Fat Greek Life”
and ... honestly, not much else, Nia Vardalos goes back to the
well for some romantic comedy cash. This time around it’s her
meddling parents (who, it turns out, were never properly
married) getting hitched. Ethnic stereotype-based hijinks
ensue. 94 minutes. PG-13. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Century Rio)

Zootopia
A plucky country rabbit (Ginnifer Goodwin) dreams of
becoming a tough-as-nails cop in the teeming city of
Zootopia. Unfortunately, the place is run by predators, who
relegate the barrier-busting bunny to meter maid duty. But
when a series of mysterious disappearances rocks the city,
she teams with a self-serving con man of a fox (Jason
Bateman) to crack the case. This funny animal take on sun-
dappled L.A. noir manages to tackle some hot-button issues
(racism, sexism) while still being a colorful, entertaining
Disney romp. Reviewed in v25 i9. 108 minutes. PG. (Grande
12 Albuquerque IMAX, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century
Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Miles Ahead 
Don Cheadle (Crash, Iron Man 2) directs and stars in this
somewhat rickety look at the life of jazz legend Miles Davis.
Riffing, freeform style (it’s like jazz, man!), the film wanders
around various points in Davis’ life. Most of it takes place in
the late-’70s as a drug-addled Davis is interviewed by a
tenacious reporter (Ewan McGregor). Amid the impressionistic
flashbacks, the film morphs into a buddy action caper with
the musician and the reporter teaming up to steal back some
missing recording tapes. That probably didn’t happen. 100
minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown)

Miracles From Heaven
Ben Affleck’s estranged wife Jennifer Garner stars in this faith-
based “true story” about a little girl with a rare digestive
disorder who fell out of a tree and subsequently—according to
the book her mother wrote, anyway—went to Heaven and met
Jesus. Also, she was cured of her disease. If you paid to see
that other “kid meets Jesus” film Heaven Is For Real, the
producers of this one want your money as well. 99 minutes.
PG. (Century Rio)

INTERLACE I & II 
Kazzrie Jackson 
Quartet; Virg 
Dzurinko; Payne- 
Liebowitz Duo; & 
Mark Weber

ALICIA OLATUJA 
Classic pop, gospel, soul, & 
blues vocalist

THUR
MAY
5

FRI
MAY
6

SAT
MAY
7

7:30PM 7:30PM

7:30PM

210 Yale SE  |  505.268.0044  |  Student discounts and Rush tickets available!  |  TICKETS AVAILABLE ONLINE: OUTPOSTSPACE.ORG

OUTPOST MUSIC 
APPRECIATION SERIES: 
Film Screening— Note by Note: 
The Making of a Steinway L1037. 
Talk by Fred Sturm

FRI
APR
29
7:30PM
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Medzen Is
Now Open In

Nob Hill!
Look for us on the south side of Central Avenue

just east of Morningside. Off-Street Parking Available!!
Open Tuesday - Friday 10am -5:30pm Saturday 11 - 4pm

For more info or directions call us at (505) 200-2367

Westside: 10660 Unser Blvd. NW (Unser & McMahon)
Nob Hill: 4014 Central Ave. SE (Central & Morningside)

For more information or to sign up for newsletter visit medzen.info 

Westside: 5201 Ouray NW Suite E (Coors and I-40) (505) 200-9060
Uptown: 2325 San Pedro NE Suite 2D (San Pedro & Cutler) (505) 200-9366

Sign up for our newsletter at rgreenleaf.com 

Cannabis Card
Services Now 

at R. Greenleaf
We are proud to partner with AIM to offer initial applications 

and affordable renewals for our patients. Doctors and 
psychiatrists can meet with you on-site for your convenience 
and assist you in obtaining or renewing your cannabis card

easily. For more information please feel free to
contact us at (505) 200-9958
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MUSIC | SHOW UP

the Navajo Nation, proving once and for all
that some of the best music in the state is
being made in a large, autonomous, Indigenous
enclave situated to the north and west of
Burque. Featured performers include the
intense, layered and liquid-metal sounds of
Lilith, the jangly guitar rock of The Flossies,
pure punk from Weedrat, post-punk no wave
from Discotays and the funkified dance
rhythms of As Indigenas. Attendance at this
21+ event requires a donation of between $1-
5; it will be totally worth it though, you’ll be
apt to think as you enter with an open heart
and depart with a blown mind. It all begins at
9pm.

Saturday
Bluesy indie power trio Miss Massive
Snowflake have a gig at Savoy Wine Bar and
Grill (10601 Montgomery NE) on Saturday,
April 30. The three (Shane de Leon, Jeanne
Kennedy Crosby and Andy Brown) are from
Portlandia and certainly look the part. Their
hipster personages belie a serious and syncretic
association with the rock and roll basics
though. Distilling a sometimes swaggering and
always alluring sound from a minimalist
approach to the genre, Miss Massive
Snowflake rely on prodigious skill and keen
storytelling to advance an agenda that
transcends much of what has become of the
Northwest music scene. De Leon’s use of the
guitar can be lyrical and somewhat abrupt in a
genuinely compelling way while his
collaborators fashion an ensemble sound that
is inventive without being anachronistic; it’s

all very flexible and thought-provoking stuff
with roots planted firmly in a lineage that has
produced fellow travellers like Frank Zappa
and The Flaming Lips. If those sorts of
laudatory licks aren’t enough to get you out for
this show, consider the following: It’s free to
get in. There’s going to be food and wine
available; the music commences at 6pm.

Tuesday
Dudes, Chicano Batman is like totally going
to be at Meow Wolf (1352 Rufina, Santa Fe)
on Tuesday, May 3. A quartet of Los
Angelenos (Bardo Martinez, guitar, keyboard,
vocals; Eduardo Arenas, bass, guitar, vocals;
Gabriel Villa, drums, vocals; Carlos Arévalo,
guitar) whose sonic emanations come from a
place—deep in space—where psychedelia, soul
and tropicality come together with galactic
goodness, Chicano Batman have long been a
big draw in the City of Angels. With a funky,
Latino power vibe that encompasses as well as
deconstructs the culture that the ensemble
draws upon for musical inspiration, Chicano
Batman have recently shifted gears and added
an enchilada section in hopes of achieving
world domination. That’s a damn spicy joke,
but the truth at the heart of the matter
indicates the group has every intention of
joining the group of musicians who I’ve said
absolutely fucking rock. Their 2014 release,
Cycles of Existential Rhyme, is proof of that.
Tickets range in price from $15-20 and the
show gets rolling around 8pm with a
performance by JJUUJJUU, a duo of
experimental improvisers.

BY AUGUST MARCH

“T
hrow out your gold teeth/ And see how
they roll/ The answer they reveal/ Life
is unreal.” - “Your Gold Teeth II” by

Steely Dan.

Indeed, this week did seem unreal to
August March. A windy middle of April
brought difficult news: The critical injury of a
close friend left March feeling disoriented and
detached. By now Orion was setting early and
so he spent evenings watching the
constellation head for the horizon while
listening to Steely Dan and wondering, “What
the fuck?” He was convinced that music and
star light would prevent the cruelty of the
month from overtaking him. Of course it
helped that there were some cray shows
coming up. Here are the ones he considered
attending as he pondered imponderable things
and continued to cuss and shake his fist at the
heavens.

Thursday
Puscifer, a band whose name and work (a new
album called Money $hot? Really dude?) are
filled to the brim with witty allusions and word
play, perform at Popejoy Hall (1 University of
New Mexico) on Thursday, April 28. And
before this preview continues, it’s important to
note that the writer is no fan of Maynard
James Keenan and generally finds his output to
be ponderous and impenetrable. That said,
Tool’s Ænema is a decent rock album but
doesn’t quite deserve to be called prog, while
A Perfect Circle’s Emotive seemed more a
point of plateau than a musical movement
forward. In any case the music Keenan
produces as Puscifer is complex, richly melodic
and challenging … yet somehow sterile. You
can get a load of what Puscifer intends when
they land on UNM campus and invade
Popejoy beginning at 7:30pm. For between
$45-250 it should be a hellacious, if all
together elephantine, experience.

Friday
As the Gathering of Nations begins it’s yearly
tenure in the Duke City, expect some wholly
awesome encounters with Native American
music. While all sorts of traditional music and
melody will be in evidence at the yearly super
powwow, rocanrol as well as associated genres
of Indigenous tuneage will be available for
one’s listening pleasure at Burt’s Tiki Lounge
(313 Gold SW). On Friday night, April 29,
the house of surf gods and island merriment
presents No Rezervations, an event that
focuses on the music that comes straight outta

Black Mountain

Wednesday
Black Mountain, another uncommonly
exceptional Northwestern sound-generating
unit, play Launchpad (618 Central SW) on
Wednesday, May 4. A collection of
uncompromising (and apparently shoe
eschewing) rocanrol provocateurs whose
existence on the astral plain is contingent on
heavily stylized and gravitationally realized
stoner music, they’re currently touring on the
strength of their latest release, IV. As noted in
the Alibi Sonic Reducer aimed at enlisting
adherents to the band’s restless, West-Coast
super-rock pronunciations, IV is an album that
supposes intervening genres never existed,
allowing a thoroughly advanced form of hard,
album-oriented rock to evolve and proliferate
in the geographical area adjacent to the
roaring Pacific Ocean. As a quintet, Black
Mountain has the chops and the wherewithal
to override rock’s latter day roller coaster ride;
their show at Launchpad promises to be
among the best concerts happening in Dirt
City this spring. White Hills open. With
tickets priced to move at $15, there really is no
reasonable excuse for missing this show, unless
your David Lynch box set is scheduled to
arrive that evening via special delivery—
which may be problematic at my household,
but go ahead and enjoy this blast from the
future on my behalf as I try to divine meaning
from the phrase “lunch is ready.” The ritual
begins at 9pm. a

Five shows to dissolve

existential angst

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

The Flossies

Chicano Batman

Miss Massive Snowflake
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Looking for Meaning
Amidst the Stars, Bars and Guitars
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Friday APRIL 29 8:00pm Doors

Tuesday MAY 3 6:00pm Doors

Sunday MAY 1 7:00pm Doors

Friday MAY 6 8:00pm Doors

MIC DELI  MEGANOKE  AMA BILLI
NICK FURIOUSTYLES AND SPECIAL GUESTS

WITH LIVE ART BY SAPIENCE CHRIST

JAMS OF ENCHANTMENT PRESENTS

FRUITION
SILVER STRING BAND

I.CONSCIOUS
JOSEPH GENERAL COREY ALLISON

THE SHADOWMEN
THE DOUBLE CLUTCHERS

MOONSHINE BLIND
Saturday APRIL 30 8:00pm Doors

CONCEPTO TAMBOR'S PATA DE PERR
BANDWIDTH NO NAME

DE TERRA MEIGA

Thursday MAY 5 8:00pm Doors
CINCO DE MAYO CELEBRATION!

PATA D' PERRO
FELIX Y LOS GATOS  SHAMANI

Wednesday APRIL 27 8:00pm Doors

Thursday APRIL 28 8:00pm Doors

Friday APRIL 29 8:00pm Doors

Saturday APRIL 30 8:00pm Doors

Sunday MAY 1 4:00pm Doors

Wednesday MAY 4 8:00pm Doors

Tuesday MAY 3 7:00pm Doors

GATHERING OF MCS FEATURING
JAMALSKI (NYC)  ENOCH 7TH PROPHET W/ DJ KING CEE (DC)

CASH LANKSY & MARLEY B W/ DJ RIPDEE (AZ)
SHINING SOUL (AZ)  CHASE MANHATTAN (MN)

DAYGOTS (NYC)  JUNGLE ONE  DEF RARE
PRODUCTS OF THE GOLDEN AGE  K. BENALLY & LETSJUSB 

CRYOGENIK  ON THE 1'S & 2'S: DJ YOUNG NATIVE
ART BY: RANDY L BARTON & CLOUDFACE  HOSTED BY: WAKE SELF 

FREESTYLE RAP TOURNAMENT & 16 BAR CONTEST

CONCEPTO TAMBOR
REVIVA  BUDDHAFUNK

Friday MAY 6 8:00pm Doors

ELECTRIC 49

RED EARTH
INNASTATE  RADIO LA CHUSMA

AWARD TOUR  STRANGE MAGIC
SUN DOG  THE BIPEDAL APPROACH MARMA

UNDERGROUND HYPE SHOWCASE

MAGRUDERGRIND
YAUTJA

LAUGHING DOG  ECONARCHY
CAMBODIAN DEATH SQUAD

BLACK MOUNTAIN
WHITE HILLS

Thursday MAY 5 8:00pm Doors

DEAD MEADOW
SUPERGIANT

HOLY GLORIES

REBECCA ARSCOTT BIRTHDAY SHOW 
INNASTATE  CITIZENS OF TAPE CITY

DJ BUDDHAFUNK
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THURSDAY APRIL 28
THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Chris

Ravin Showcase • rock ’n’ roll, R&B • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

EFFEX Phenox • EBM, synthpop, industrial, goth • 8pm • FREE
LAUNCHPAD Concepto Tambor • Afro-Latin • Reviva • reggae,

rock • Buddhafunk • 9pm • $8
MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras The Mungo’s • variety • 6pm • FREE
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Fred Hersch Trio • jazz,

instrumental • 7:30pm • $25-$30 • ALL-AGES!
POPEJOY HALL, UNM Center for the Arts Puscifer • alterna-

tive rock, post-industrial, trip-hop • 7:30pm • $45-$250 •
See “Show Up!”

PUEBLO HARVEST CAFÉ Party in the Fireroom • Café Mocha •
salsa • all-you-can-eat-pizza • 6pm • $10 • ALL-AGES!

THE RANGE CAFÉ, Bernalillo DeRangers • open mic • 7pm
SAVOY WINE BAR & GRILL Chris Dracup • acoustic, blues •

Hillary Smith • soul • 6pm • FREE
SCALO NORTHERN ITALIAN GRILL Bus Tapes • alternative

rock, jazz • 8:30pm
VERNON’S SPEAKEASY Bob Tate • solo piano • 6pm • FREE

FRIDAY APRIL 29
THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho The Bus

Tapes • funk, rock, folk • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!
BURT’S TIKI LOUNGE No Rezervations • Liłith • punk folk •

The Flossies • indie, rock • 9pm • FREE (donations
suggested) • See “Show Up!”

CARAVAN EAST Highway 505 • country • 5pm • $5
CHAMUCOS Benefit for El Centro de Igualdad • karaoke •

Spanish, variety • 9pm
THE CO-OP In Dying Arms • death metal • 6pm • $10 •

ALL-AGES!
CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales The Clik • classic

rock, eclectic rock • 7pm
THE COUNTY LINE BBQ Los Radiators • acoustic folk rock •

6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!
CROWNE PLAZA ALBUQUERQUE Cantina and Ranchers •

Ambrose Rivera • jazz guitar • 5:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!
DIRTY BOURBON Nathan Dean & The Damn Band • country •

9pm
EFFEX Justin Jay • house, electronic • 9pm • $5
HOTEL ANDALUZ Chris Dracup Trio • blues • 7pm • FREE
LAUNCHPAD Red Earth • InnaState • rock, reggae • Radio La

Chusma • Latin, reggae • 9pm • $8
LUCKY 66 BOWL, DEWAR’S PUB Karaoke • DJ DraZtiK • 9pm
MEOW WOLF, Santa Fe Lindy Vision • electronic • Red Light

Cameras • rock • Suede School • Thieves and Gypsys •
indie • 9:30pm • $5

MONTE VISTA FIRE STATION Le Chat Lunatique • gypsy jazz,
swing • 9pm • FREE

PRAIRIE STAR RESTAURANT & WINE BAR, Santa Ana Pueblo
Cynical Bird • rock, pop, Americana • 5:30pm • ALL-AGES!

PUEBLO HARVEST CAFÉ Party in the Fireroom • Soul Kitchen •
soul, blues • all-you-can-eat-pizza • 6pm • $10 • ALL-AGES!

SCALO NORTHERN ITALIAN GRILL Chava with Keys • Latin,
blues, swing • 6pm • Saudade • Brazilian jazz • 9pm

SIERRA BLANCA BREWERY, Moriarty Odd Dog • classic rock •
6pm • FREE

SISTER Nothng Forevr • Reighnbeau • shoegaze, electronic • BK
Beats • The 1960 Sci-Fi Era • 9pm • $3-$5

SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe Let it Grow • 7pm • $10 • DJ Poetics • DJ
Sol • DJ Dany • Latin • 9pm

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo DJ Andy Gil • hip-hop,
EDM • ladies night • 9pm • $0-$10

STONE FACE TAVERN Kombat Kitty • rock • 8pm • FREE
TRIPLE SEVENS, Isleta Casino The Daniel Solis Band •

acoustic, singer • 9:30pm
VERNON’S OPEN DOOR DJ T-Bone • electronic, variety •

6:30pm • FREE
VERNON’S SPEAKEASY Alice Huang • variety piano • 7pm •

FREE

SATURDAY APRIL 30
THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Tijerina

Band • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!
CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Eryn Bent • indie,

folk • 7pm
DIRTY BOURBON Nathan Dean & The Damn Band • country •

9pm
KRYPTON BLUE Swag • jazz, blues, Motown • 7pm • FREE
LAUNCHPAD Award Tour • rock • Personals • Strange Magic •

rock • Marma • 9pm • $5

Music
Calendar

LAZY LIZARD GRILL, Cedar Crest Towhead Tom • acoustic,
alternative • 1pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LOUNGE 54 @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Matt Jones • pop •
9pm • FREE

LOW SPIRITS Concepto Tambor’s Pata De Perro • Bandwidth
No Name • funk, hip-hop, rock • De Terra Meiga • 9pm • $7

LUCKY 66 BOWL, DEWAR’S PUB Karaoke • DJ DraZtiK • 9pm
MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Jessie Deluxe • alternative, rock-

n-roll • 9pm
MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Given Time • variety • 1:30pm • Split

Decision • classic rock • 6pm • FREE
MONTE VISTA FIRE STATION Keith Sanchez & The Moon

Thieves • alternative, Americana • 9pm • FREE
MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Jamalski • Brotherhood Sound System •

roots, dancehall reggae • DJ Garronteed • 9pm • $10
PONDEROSA BREWING COMPANY Good Green Band • blues,

rock, reggae • 6pm
PUEBLO HARVEST CAFÉ Party in the Fireroom • Entourage

Jazz • jazz • all-you-can-eat-pizza • 6pm • $10 • ALL-AGES!
RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY The Bus Tapes • funk, rock,

folk • Smoke n Honey • 5:30pm • FREE
SAVOY WINE BAR & GRILL Miss Massive Snowflake • indie,

rock, experimental • 6pm • FREE • See “Show Up!”
SCALO NORTHERN ITALIAN GRILL Last Call • jazz • 9pm
SISTER The Pink Party • Scatter Their Own • Lightningcloud •

Hellnback • Chase Manhattan • Native American • Lilith •
shoegaze • 9pm • $10

SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe Synyste Vail • 7:30pm • DJ 12 Tribe • hip-
hop, reggae, house • Level Up • Nic Nagel • Pierce G • Teddy
No Name • 9pm

TRIPLE SEVENS, Isleta Casino The Daniel Solis Band •
acoustic, singer • 9:30pm

VERNON’S OPEN DOOR Martin York • solo acoustic • 6:30pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

VERNON’S SPEAKEASY Karl Zink • solo piano • 7pm • FREE
ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Duane Mark • Americana, rock • Jon

Emery • acoustic, country • 9:30pm

SUNDAY MAY 1
CAMEL ROCK CASINO SHOWROOM, Santa Fe Travis Tritt •

country • 8pm • $25-$35
LAUNCHPAD Underground Hype Showcase • 4:15pm •

$10-$15
LOW SPIRITS I.Conscious • The Joseph General Band • reggae,

world beat, hip-hop • Corey Allison Music • 8pm • $8-$10
O’NEILL’S HEIGHTS Alchemie • rock • 4pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!
SEASONS ROTISSERIE & GRILL Gary Farmer & the

Troublemakers • blues, rock • 6pm
SISTER U.S. Bastards • punk rock • Rudest Priest • punk • Car

Thief • 8pm
TIWA RESTAURANT & LOUNGE Shane Wallin • soul, pop •

10am
VERNON’S SPEAKEASY Bob Tate • solo piano • 6pm • FREE

MONDAY MAY 2
THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho New

Mexico Western Music Association • country • 6:30pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Boris • experimental • Auma • electronic, ambient •
9pm • $15-$40

TRACTOR BREWING COMPANY Tractor Tune Up • Virginia
Creepers • 7:30pm • FREE

TUESDAY MAY 3
THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Open

Mic • variety • 6pm • Miss Massive Snowflake • indie, rock,
experimental • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLU PHOENIX VENUE The Black Dahlia Murder • death metal •
Fallujah • Disentomb • A Malicious Plague • deathcore •
6:30pm • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Magrudergrind • Yautja • Laughing Dog • metal •
Econarchy • Cambodian Death Squad • 7:30pm • $10-$12

LOW SPIRITS Fruition • folk, bluegrass • Silver String Band •
Americana, blues • 8pm • $10

MEOW WOLF, Santa Fe Chicano Batman • rock, psychedelic •
JJUUJJUU • 8pm • $15-$20 • See “Show Up!”

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Cactus Slim & The GoatHeads
Blues Jam • 7pm • FREE

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Open Mic • Steve Kinabrew • variety •
6pm • FREE

SISTER Sunn O))) • drone, ambient • 9pm • $30-$40
SUNSHINE THEATER Flatbush ZOMBiES • hip-hop • A$AP

12vy • Remy Banks • rap • 7pm • $20-$100 • ALL-AGES!

WEDNESDAY MAY 4
THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Jesse

RS • rock, blues • 7pm
DISTILLERY 365 Cards Against Humanity Night • game • 7pm •

FREE
LAUNCHPAD Black Mountain • rock, indie • White Hills •

9pm • $15 • See “Show Up!”
SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe Swing Dance! • 6:30pm

Affordable and Veteran Friendly, 
Discreet and Confidential Service, 
Conveniently located in NW ABQ.

You may qualify for a medical
marijuana card under New Mexico’s
21 qualifying medical conditons.

Call us to see if you qualify. 

Greenview
Specializing in Medical Cannabis Evaluations

505-990-3978

www.greenviewnm.org
3801 Atrisco Dr. NW, Abq, NM 87120 

Like us on Facebook. Follow us on Instagram

 

 

 for Medical Cannabis Cards 

Are you suffering from symptoms of a 
traumatic experience?  
You may be suffering from PTSD. 

 

 

PTSD EVALUATIONS 

(505) 299-7873 
www.PTSDpsychiatrist.com 

Albuquerque-Area Psychologists On Duty 
 

Zia Health & Wellness Medical Cannabis Program 
5401 Lomas Blvd NE, Ste. C | Albuquerque 87110 

 

 

www.MedicalCannabisProgram.com 

      Veteran/Military & Senior Discounts | www.facebook.com/ZiaMMJ  

Zia Health & Wellness | 5401 Lomas Blvd. NE, Ste. C | Abq., NM 87110 
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All advertised financing is conditional on approval of credit. Financing plans are provided by third parties and the providers may change from time to time. The financing plan selected affects APR and APR is disclosed in the financing documents. Deferred payment offers and “same-as-cash”
offers contain significant conditions which are disclosed in the financing documents. “Same-as-cash” financing accrues interest from the date of purchase. Interest will be waived if payment is made in full on or before the final date stipulated in the finance agreement. “No-interest” financing
requires minimum monthly payments as stipulated in the finance agreement. Interest will be charged to your account if minimum payments are not made or if the full balance is not paid by the stipulated date. Other finance plans may be offered from time to time, with conditions and charges
that are fully disclosed in the finance agreement. Customers are advised to read agreements fully before signing. All illustrations similar. "Mfg. List” is published suggested retail prices and does not necessarily reflect the selling price in the area. For comparison only. Not responsible for typo-
graphic errors. * LOW PRICE OR IT’S FREE: Item must be locally advertised in the last seven days and available in local competitor’s stock..  Must be new, undamaged merchandise, same maker, same model, same fabric/color/finish. No “as-is,” demos or closeouts. Competitor’s ad must be pre-
sented at beginning of transaction. Prior purchases excluded. (1) SAME DAY DELIVERY offered on in-stock merchandise when delivery can be completed within normal business hours. Geographic and other limitations apply. Copyright © 2016 Country Dan’s — Reproduction Prohibited

1201 S. Renaissance NE 
341-4122

Mon - Sat
9 AM to 7 PM
Sun 12-5 PM

FREE
LAYAWAY

SAME DAY
DELIVERY(1)

Montano

85Re
na

iss
an

ce

FINANCE UP TO 5 YEARS!
On approved credit. $1999 minimum  purchase. Conditions and restrictions apply. Details at store.

COUNTRY DAN’S — QUALITY, VALUE AND SERVICE SINCE 1974!

$799

$149

CLOSEOUT
SPECIALS!

EXCELLENCE
BOX TOP/

SUPER PILLOW

WHILE THEY LAST!

$729

DEVOTION
PILLOW TOP

$479
$499

QUEEN BED
WITH MATTRESS PURCHASE*

* CM7008
frame when 
you buy 
Eloquence
or Saturn queen mattress.

BOTH PIECES!
Comfort is the key with Simmons
sofa/loveseat in Luna chocolate.

$229
THREE PIECE SET!

Natural table and
two padded chairs

$669
LUXURY AND VALUE!

Seven-piece wood
set, originally $699.

$349
SEATING FOR FOUR!

Glass-top table and
four padded chairs

$959CHOICE OF COLORS!
Albany sectional in San Marino or black.
Multi-color designer pillows included.

$999
CLASSIC WOOD

BUNK BED FRAME!

SEVEN
PIECE

QUEEN 
SUITE!

$599
$349

ORIG.$1599

RAPID
ADJUSTABLE

QUEEN
FRAME

Two motors, wireless remote

REG.
$499

ADD A SUPERBALANCE
COOLING GEL CHARISMA 

MATTRESS!

ORIG.
$1199

ORIG.
$899

Price when you buy mattresses:

2 x 4 construction
with ladder, rails

Elements Jenny headboard, footboard,
rails, dresser, mirror and nightstand.



*** BACKGROUND COLOR: MAGENTA ***

BUY DIABETIC TEST STRIPS
Cash-Highest $$$$$$ In NM-(505) 203-6806

RUNNING LATE? DON’T WORRY! 
Billboard deadline has been extended to 

FRIDAY at 3pm. 
Call 346-0660 

CASH FOR YOUR CAR OR
MOTORCYCLE!

Needing repairs, No Problem! Call Kenny, 362-2112.

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
On location portraits, headshots, 

publicity photos.
ERICWPHOTO.COM • 505-269-8493

al
ib

iBILLBOARD
TO PLACE YOUR AD CALL (505) 346-0660 OR VISIT ALIBI.COM
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Free Will Astrology | Horoscopes by rob brezsny

[We regret that we originally ran these forecasts
(which are for the week of April 28-May 4) a week
early without SPOILER protection. Those of you who
are encountering destinies prematurely, are
recommended to go back and re-read last week’s
amended astrological forecast to catch up on
anything important you may have missed. Once you
experience your previously-foreseen fate, your
currently-foreseen fate may make more sense.]

ARIES (March 21-April 19): The oracle I’m about to
present may be controversial. It contains advice that
most astrologers would never dare to offer an Aries.
But I believe you are more receptive than usual to this
challenge, and I am also convinced that you especially
need it right now. Are you ready to be pushed further
than I have ever pushed you? Study this quote from
novelist Mark Z. Danielewski: “Passion has little to do
with euphoria and everything to do with patience. It is
not about feeling good. It is about endurance. Like
patience, passion comes from the same Latin root:
pati.”

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):You’re in a phase of
your cycle when you’ll be rewarded for your
freshness and originality. The more you cultivate a
“beginner’s mind,” the smarter you will be. What you
want will become more possible to the degree that
you shed everything you think you know about what
you want. As the artist Henri Matisse said, if a truly
creative painter hopes to paint a rose, he or she “first
has to forget all the roses that were ever painted.”
What would be the equivalent type of forgetting in
your own life?

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): “Am I still a hero if the
only person I save is myself?” asks poet B. Damani. If
you posed that question to me right now, I would
reply, “Yes, Gemini. You are still a hero if the only
person you save is yourself.” If you asked me to
elaborate, I’d say, “In fact, saving yourself is the only
way you can be a hero right now. You can’t rescue or
fix or rehabilitate anyone else unless and until you
can rescue and fix and rehabilitate yourself.” If you
pushed me to provide you with a hint about how you
should approach this challenge, I’d be bold and finish
with a flourish: “Now I dare you to be the kind of hero
you have always feared was beyond your capacity.”

CANCER (June 21-July 22): “We need people in our
lives with whom we can be as open as possible,”
declares psychotherapist Thomas Moore. I agree. Our
mental health thrives when we can have candid
conversations with free spirits who don’t censor
themselves and don’t expect us to water down what
we say. This is always true, of course, but it will be an
absolute necessity for you in the coming weeks. So I
suggest that you do everything you can to put
yourself in the company of curious minds that love to
hear and tell the truth. Look for opportunities to
express yourself with extra clarity and depth. “To
have real conversations with people may seem like
such a simple, obvious suggestion,” says Moore, “but
it involves courage and risk.”

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): I watched a video of a
helicopter pilot as he descended from the sky and
tried to land his vehicle on the small deck of a Danish
ship patrolling the North Sea. The weather was
blustery and the seas were choppy. The task looked
at best strenuous, at worst impossible. The pilot
hovered patiently as the ship pitched wildly. Finally
there was a brief calm, and he seized on that moment
to settle down safely. According to my analysis of the
astrological omens, you may have a metaphorically
similar challenge in the coming days. To be successful,
all you have to do is be alert for the brief calm, and
then act with swift, relaxed decisiveness.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): “Show me a man who
isn’t a slave,” wrote the Roman philosopher Seneca.
“One is a slave to sex, another to money, another to
ambition; all are slaves to hope or fear.” Commenting
on Seneca’s thought, blogger Ryan Holiday says, “I’m
disappointed in my enslavement to self-doubt, to my
resentment towards those that I dislike, to the power
that the favor and approval of certain people hold
over me.” What about you, Virgo? Are there any
emotional states or bedeviling thoughts or addictive
desires that you’re a slave to? The coming weeks will
be a favorable time to emancipate yourself. As you do,
remember this: There’s a difference between being
compulsively driven by a delusion and lovingly
devoted to a worthy goal.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): “Everyone who has ever
built a new heaven first found the power to do so in
his own hell.” That noble truth was uttered by Libran
philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche, and I bet it will be
especially meaningful for most of you during the rest
of 2016. The bad news is that in the past few months
you’ve had to reconnoiter your own hell a little more
than you would have liked, even if it has been pretty
damn interesting. The good news is that these
explorations will soon be winding down. The fantastic
news is that you are already getting glimpses of how
to use what you’ve been learning. You’ll be well-
prepared when the time comes to start constructing a
new heaven.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): “Zugzwang” is a
German-derived word used in chess and other games.
It refers to a predicament in which a player cannot
possible make a good move. Every available option
will weaken his or her position. I propose that we coin
a new word that means the opposite of zugzwang:
“zugfrei,” which shall hereafter signify a situation in
which every choice you have in front of you is a
positive or constructive one; you cannot make a
wrong move. I think this captures the essence of the
coming days for you, Scorpio.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): “We have to learn
how to live with our frailties,” poet Stanley Kunitz told
The Paris Review. “The best people I know are
inadequate and unashamed.” That’s the keynote I
hope you will adopt in the coming weeks. No matter
how strong and capable you are, no matter how hard
you try to be your best, there are ways you fall short
of perfection. And now is a special phase of your
astrological cycle when you can learn a lot about how
to feel at peace with that fact.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):How do plants
reproduce? They generate seeds that are designed to
travel. Dandelion and orchid seeds are so light they
can drift long distances through the air. Milkweed
seeds are a bit heavier, but are easily carried by the
wind. Foxglove and sycamore seeds are so buoyant
they can float on flowing water. Birds and other
animals serve as transportation for burdock seeds,
which hook onto feather and fur. Fruit seeds may be
eaten by animals and later excreted, fully intact, far
from their original homes. I hope this meditation
stimulates you to think creatively about dispersing
your own metaphorical seeds, Capricorn. It’s time for
you to vividly express your essence, make your mark,
spread your influence.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): “It is a fault to wish to
be understood before we have made ourselves clear
to ourselves,” said philosopher Simone Weil. I hope
that prod makes you feel a bit uncomfortable,
Aquarius. I hope it motivates you to get busy
investigating some of your vague ideas and fuzzy
self-images and confused intentions. It will soon be
high time for you to ask for more empathy and
acknowledgment from those whose opinions matter
to you. You’re overdue to be more appreciated, to be
seen for who you really are. But before any of that
good stuff can happen, you will have to engage in a
flurry of introspection. You’ve got to clarify and
deepen your relationship with yourself.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): “I have never let my
schooling interfere with my education,” said writer
Mark Twain. That’s excellent advice for you to apply
and explore in the coming weeks. Much of the time,
the knowledge you have accumulated and the skills
you have developed are supreme assets. But for the
immediate future, they could obstruct you from
learning the lessons you need most. For instance,
they might trick you into thinking you are smarter
than you really are. Or they could cause you to miss
simple and seemingly obvious truths that your
sophisticated perspective is too proud to notice. Be a
humble student, my dear.

HOMEWORK: DESCRIBE HOW YOU’VE FOUGHT OFF THE
SEDUCTIVE POWER OF TRENDY CYNICISM WITHOUT

TURNING INTO A GULLIBLE POLLYANNA.
FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM. a

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded weekly

audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The audio

horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or (900)

950-7700.

FIND REAL GAY MEN NEAR YOU

(505) 268-1111
www.megamates.com   18+

Albuquerque:

Free Code: 
Weekly Alibi

FREE TO LISTEN
AND REPLY TO ADS



Financial Services
FREE ONLINE WEBINAR
http://web.gpsaffiliates.com

Legal Services

w
BANKRUPTCY CHAPTER
7 $200 Payment Plans

Upon Request. Stop
Garnishments In As Little As
24 Hours. Uncontested
Divorce From $199.00 505-
688-0070

Home Services
LONG-TERM HOUSE-SITTING
Leave for the summer knowing
your cat(s,plants,gardens are
being taken care of!
References.wanhyo2000@yaho
o.com

Handyman Services

w
7 STAR - SERVICE CO. 7
Star Electric, Plumb,

Heating & Cooling - Get Cool
or Hot with our Specials - All
types Elect. , Plumbing - HVAC

Mike Bell/Owner
www.AlbuquerqueElectricians.
net 
HOMEOWNERS HANDYMAN
SERVICES
Carpentry,tile,decks,doors,
landscaping.Free
estimates.Call 313-1929 

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Computer
COMPUTER HELP AVAILABLE!
Need help with your
computer? Hans 505-385-
7010 or
http://mcf.hanslinux.net

Seminars/Workshops
CNVC PRESENTS 2016 Life
Enriching Education Lab
Albuquerque, NM July 24-29,
2016 www.cnvc.org/iit/life-
enriching-education-lab 

Events
FREE DOCUMENTARY
SHOWING POLYFACES:A
WORLD OF MANY CHOICES
Free showing of an uplifting
documentary about
inspirational farming with
âAmericaâs Most Famous
Farmerâ, Joel Salatin of
Polyface Farms. This is
agriculture at its finest â”
healing the land, producing
healthy food and cultivating
community. Come discover
how YOU can be a part of a
stronger local food
movement!Refreshments will
be served.Thursday, April 28,
2016 at 6:00, Simms Center
for the Performing Arts at The
Albuquerque Academy.

Registration is free but
required. Watch a preview and
register at
www.holisticmanagement.org/
poly. 

Studies

w
HEALTHY CURRENT
SMOKERS The UNM

College of Pharmacy is
recruiting healthy current
smokers, 19-50 years old, for
a study on a new risk factor
for heart disease. Two visits
(30 min & 2 hrs) are needed.
You will be compensated for
your time. Call Dr. Joe
Anderson, 505-272-3664.
HRRC #15-033

w
MRI STUDY 25-50 y.o.
M/F for brain study. $20

per hour. 505-948-3230
(HRRC # 13-637).

w
MRI STUDY 18-50 y.o.
M/F with history of

mental illness for brain study.
$20 per hour. 948-3230
(HRRC # 13-637). 

GUY FROM GEEK SQUAD
A year ago, you helped save my computer when I thought
all hope was lost at the Ellison Best Buy location. You had
such a kind heart and I never stopped thinking about you.
As a “geek” you should be happy to know that I recently
found out that Facebook has a “filtered” section. I found a
message from you from last Feb asking to hang out.
Unfortunately, you deleted your FB and I only know your
first name (starts with an “E”), which makes it tough to
get ahold of you. 

“DANG GIRL, YOU HAVE A LOT OF HAIR” -
UNM
I said the above to a young pretty Latina near UNM in
late March. More hair than I’ve ever seen, styled with
creativity and confidence, jet black with the sun’s

radiance. I’d relish the opportunity to photograph you!
Will pay for session and provide all images. I just want to
shoot for the experience - not commercial (I’m a semi-pro
shooter). Me: Skinny white dude complimenting you
(“Fantastic!”) while walking by you along Central. Please!

CANDELARIA/RIO GRANDE
You in white car, me walking my dog, both heading east
on Candelaria at RG Blvd. Waiting for the light to change,
I looked into your car, and I saw you in a white t-shirt and
what looked like white panties, but maybe short shorts. I
walked away before the light changed and glanced back
at you, and you were looking at me with a smile on your
face. I returned a sly smile. Maybe you’d like to meet up?
No presumptions, just for fun. 

Classified Place your ad: alibi.com
classifieds@alibi.com
(505) 346-0660 ext 258
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Employment

Real Estate
Real Estate

General Real Estate
DEACON PROPERTY
SERVICES: Beautiful rentals
all across town! UNM, Nob
Hill, NE Heights, North Valley,
all price ranges. Move-in
incentives on energy-efficient

LEED Certified 2-bedroom
townhouses at 900 Griegos
NW! // 505-878-0100 //
www.deaconpropertyservices.com

Houses for Rent
BRUNI/KARR AGENCY Many
fine homes available. All
areas, all price ranges. Call for

Licensed Massage
TENSE? UPTIGHT? STRESSED
OUT? Want to truly relax?

Massage by Carol is the
answer. 250-1198. LMT
596.$60/hr. Mon-Sat, 8am-

Employment
CHANGE SOMEONE’S LIFE!
You can make a difference in
peopleâs lives! Become a
Program Counselor at
Dungarvin! The Program
Counselor is responsible for
providing direct services to
individuals with developmental
disabilities, including:
assisting in maintaining a
clean, safe living environment;
meal preparation; and
supervising, training, and
assisting the individuals in
every aspect of their lives.

Apply at www.dungarvin.com
today!

w
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED! Located 7

miles east of Albuquerque,
Villa Santa Maria is seeking
child care workers for full time
DAY and NIGHT shift. We are
looking for people who are
kind, flexible, warm, and
humorous with diverse
interests. Great job
opportunity for students or
anyone looking for experience
in health field working with
children and families.
Competitive pay/Excellent

Body & Soul

Benefits: 10 paid holidays,
403B, medical/dental, starts
with 3 weeks leave. Submit
resume today via email,
attachkids@aol.com or Villa
Santa Maria, PO Box 156,
Cedar Crest, NM 87008
CAREGIVERS WANTED $300
sign on bonus at 90 days, FT
positions, $10/hr., Must have
NMDL, reliable vehicle, current
ins., GED/HS Diploma, &
must be 21 or over. Apply in
person Tues. thru Fri. 9a-5p at
Providence, 2225 4th ST. NW,
ABQ, NM 87102,(505)898-
9435 

NORC-PHONE INTERVIEWER
NORC, an independent
research organization at the
University of Chicago, is hiring
phone interviewers at our
Albuquerque research center.
Flexible part-time: Work
evenings and weekends.
Meaningful work: Conduct
social science research in the
public interest. Paid
orientation and training.
Compensation: Premium
starting wage for
Spanish/English bilinguals.
For more information and to
apply go to tssojobs.norc.org

faxed lists. www.brunikarr.com.
No Fees. 296-0726.

Artist Space/Studios

w
CREATIVE STUDIOS FOR
RENT Large Artist

Workspace available for rent.
Call 259-6320 Paula

Rooms/Roommates

Northwest

w
ROOM IN OLD TOWN
1BR/1BA for rent

$500/month. Utilities incl. DD
$200.00. Detached
space/private entry. Kitchen
access negotiable. Please call
(505) 452-7586 or (505)
710-4759 for more details.

8pm. Shower facilities
available.
BEAUTIFUL MASSAGE 8210

La Mirada NE Ste. 400. Call
505-332-3339 LMT Lic.
#5694.



by Matt Jones

Across
1 Capital / south of / Ecuador
5 Place to / do Zumba, /
perhaps
8 Ebert or / Siskel’s / “ratings”
/ figures?
14 Autobio / by Turow / based
at / Harvard
15 Edge of a / garment
16 Deletes
17 H.S. class / with lab /
studies
18 “Sum,” as in / “... ergo sum”
19 Harriet / Tubman’s / new bill
20 Harold’s / titular / best bud
22 Abbr. in a / to-let ad
24 Speck in / one’s eye
25 Muscat’s / natives
27 Duncan’s / nemesis / in a
Bard / tragedy
30 Genre of / Yanni or / crystal
/ healing
31 Actress / Sorvino
32 British / lexicon, / in brief
34 & 36. Guy who’d / sell you /
Gruyere
36 -
37 How your / senator / signals
/ dissent
38 Tattoos, / in slang
41 & 42. Tonight
42 -
43 GQ staff, / briefly
44 Leaping / A. A. Milne / young
‘un
45 & 46. WWE Hall / of Famer /
who’s now / “The Body ... /
Politic?”
46 -
48 Georgia / capital, / in slang
49 Firenze / flooder, / in Italy
51 Lyle who / was seen / on old
TV / sitcoms
55 Star who / is not as / notable
57 Do a film / editor’s / job,
once
58 Class of / numbers?
59 Make the / motor go / vroom
in / neutral
61 Hunt who / saw cows / fly by
in / “Twister”
62 Dress to / sing in a / chorale,
/ perhaps
65 Bowlful / you sink / chips in
67 Feeling / pleased
68 ___ a living

69 Defunct / GM brand
70 Monthly / payment, / perhaps
71 African / malaria / carrier
72 Lamb’s ma
73 “... ___ it seems”

Down
1 Aim at, as / a target
2 Inter, or / put back / a casket
3 “Big Bang / Theory”‘s /
“grandma” / moniker / (i.e., as
per / Sheldon)
4 “Farmer’s” / ref full / of facts
5 Letters / beneath / a four, on /
a keypad
6 It opens / on every / January
7 “Humming” / part of a /
tagline / for soup
8 Letters / like .doc, / but for a /
Notepad / file ext.
9 Cut with / an axe in / a forest
10 Funk hit / for Bill / Withers
11 Sound of / droning / on and
on, / on and on ...
12 Beavis’s / partner / in crime
13 Eye sore?
21 Punch by / a leftie / no boxer
/ expects
23 “Amen! You / ___!” (“Right

on!”)
26 “Now wait / for just / a
moment ...”
28 Upscale / sugared / hybrids /
that are / usually / flakier
29 Summary / of stats / in a
boxy / display
33 Start of / “-lexia” or / “-
peptics”
35 Disney’s / one-time / boss
man / Michael
38 George’s / lyrical / brother
39 “I’ll pass”
40 It bears / nuts now / used in
a / limited / variety / of Pepsi
47 Briskly, / in music
50 Nervous
52 Invoice / charger
53 Pacific / plus all / the rest
54 Care for
56 “Go ahead, / ask away!”
58 Run into
60 Hilltop / feature
63 Student / vehicle?
64 It comes / prior to /
“automne”
66 “Annabel / Lee” poet
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